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The Compass ProgramTM 
• Immediate Supervisor - or any member 4 
management 
• Human Resources Employee Relations 
Department, 1-800-333-9797 ext.18169 
(Jacksonville employees dial 1-8169 from int 
office phones or dial 791-8169 from outside 
• Legal Affairs Division, 1-800-477-3736 
ext.58720 
(Jacksonville employees dial 5-8720 from int 
office phones or dial 905-8720 from outside 
• Compliance Office, Mary W. Bridgman, 
Compliance Officer 1-800-477-3736 
ext. 58744 
Compliance Manager ext. 54497 
Compliance Director ext. 50272 
(Jacksonville employees dial 5-8744 from in­
office phones or dial 905-87 44 from outside 
• Compass Program™ Helpline, 1-800-477· 
ext. 56300 
(Jacksonville employees dial 5-6300 from in 
office phones or dial 905-6300 from outside 
A Message From The President 
Dear Valued Employees: 
For more than 55 years, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has had a long standing and deep commitment to 
conduct our business ethically and in compliance with the law. Our company is guided by strong values, one of which 
clearly states that all of our decisions will be based upon our ethical standards of honesty, fairness and integrity. 
Our business is highly complex and heavily regulated. The Compass Program™ is designed to educate all Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Florida board members, officers and employees on federal and state laws and regulations, related 
accreditation requirements and ethical rules that apply to our business. 
It is important that all of our employees become familiar with and comply with all aspects of the Compass Program™ . 
This booklet is the best way to get started, and I encourage you to take time right now to begin - or continue -your 
education on these important matters. 
Our employees are our number one asset. We value the work you do every day to provide our members with 
practical, real-world solutions that help them live healthy, confident lives. Ethical conduct and regulatory compliance are 
the cornerstones of our ability to deliver on our promise to those we serve - and it all begins with you. 
Thank you for being part of our team and for making ethical conduct and regulatory compliance the very core of how 
we do business. 
Sincerely, 
911-fb�/7 
Michael Cascone, Jr. 
President & CEO 
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Quick Reference Summary of 
Corporate Compliance Program Policies 
To help you become familiar with the Corporate Compliance Policy and Program, summaries of key sections are presented on the 
following three pages. While these summaries are intended to help you find the answers to your compliance questions, you should 
not rely solely on these summaries to answer your questions. Be sure to read carefully the full text of the relevant pages for 
complete answers to any questions or concerns you may have. 
I. COMPASS PROGRAM™ 
A. INTRODUCTION 
B. COMPLIANCE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Introduction - This section explains why we have a Compliance Program and describes how it applies to our daily 
business activities. 16 
Program Purpose and Applicability - The Compass Booklet™ states the legal and ethical rules that affect 
Company activities for employees, officers, and directors so that we will understand and apply them in our 
business dealings. 
Program Objectives - Provide guidance on ethical and legal rules to be followed by each individual employed by 
or representing BCBSF in its business activities and relationships. 
Elements of the Program - The Program's eight components include: Business Standards; Education and 
16 
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Training; Communication; Audits and Monitoring; Enforcement; Oversight; Governance; and Reporting ................................................. 17 
II. POLICIES 
A. CORPORATE COMPLIANCE POLICY 
This section explains the Compass Program™ more specifically: Background; Scope; Policy; Authority; 
Responsibilities; Definitions; Policy Compliance; and Monitoring, Evaluation and Improvement. 22 
and including termination of employment. Any illegal drugs 
found on Company property will be turned over to appropriate 
law enforcement authorities. 
Any employee who is charged with, indicted or convicted 
of a work-related drug or alcohol violation must report this 
information to the Director of Employment no later than five (5: 
days after such charge, indictment or conviction. In the case o 
an officer of the Company, the officer must report any charge, 
indictment or conviction of a work-related drug or alcohol 
violation to the Senior Vice President of Human Services Grou� 
An employee who is convicted on a work-related drug or 
alcohol charge, or an employee who is charged with or indictec 
on a work-related drug or alcohol violation, where an 
independent Company investigation finds a violation of this 
policy, may be subject to discipline, up to and including 
termination of employment. An unpaid leave of absence may 
be considered depending on the severity of the situation. 
See BCBSF Substance Abuse Policy, Human Resources 
Policy No. 4.13, Standard of Conduct Policy, Human Resource� 
Policy No. 4.1, BCBSF Food and Beverage Consumption on 
Company Property Policy, Human Resources Policy No. 4.8, in 
the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and Procedures Manua 
and BCBSF Vehicle Usage Policy, Corporate Policy No. 3.21, 
in the BCBSF Corporate Policies and Procedures Manual. 
5. WEAPONS OR FIREARMS 
BCBSF employees are prohibited from carrying on their 
person, or displaying weapons or firearms on Company propert 
A BCBSF employee who believes another employee is carrying 
a weapon or firearm, or sees a weapon or firearm being 
displayed on Company property, should immediately contact hi: 
or her supervisor, Safety and Security or the Compliance Office 
See BCBSF Standard of Conduct Policy, Human Resource: 
Policy No. 4.1, in the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and 
Procedures Manual. 
and status. Payroll information can also be validated. Employee 
an authorization is required for verification of employment and/or 
payroll information through the information line. Consult the HR 













Disclosure of personnel information without prior written 
consent of the employee is permitted upon the request of a 
physician who is attempting to inform an employee about a 
medical problem, or in other emergency situations which in the 
judgment of the Director of Employment justify timely disclosure 
of personal information. Additionally, verification of present or 
past employment, including job titles and dates of employment, 
may be released to a verified personnel representative of another 
organization (without written consent of the employee). 
See BCBSF Employee Records - Access to - Policy Human 
Resources Policy No. 10.2, in the BCBSF Human Resources 
Policies and Procedures Manual. 
4. SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
It is the policy of BCBSF to maintain a drug-free workplace. 
BCBSF recognizes the impact that the use of alcohol and/or 
drugs can have on the performance of its employees and on the 
safety of its work environment. 
The use, sale, manufacture, distribution, purchase, 
possession, dispensing, or being under the influence of illegal 
drugs, non-prescribed controlled substances or alcohol on 
Company property, while on Company business or while 
operating a Company-owned or leased vehicle is prohibited. 
In order to detect the use of these substances, employees may 
be directed to submit to a drug test. The use of alcoholic 
beverages by Company employees on Company premises or on 
Company assignment may take place only when approved by 
the Senior V P  of Human Services Group or designee. 
Employees found to be in violation of this policy (including 
refusal to submit to testing) will be subject to discipline, up to 
B. POLICIES GOVERNING PROTECTION AND USE OF COMPANY ASSETS AND INFORMATION 
Everything that belongs to the Company should be used only for Company business. 
Conflicts of Interest- We must avoid situations where our personal interests could conflict or appear to conflict with the 
interests of the Company. A conflict of interest occurs whenever we permit the prospect of personal gain to improperly 
influence our business judgment. 
Use of Company Funds and Assets - Company assets are to be used only for business purposes, and to benefit the 
Company. This includes the use of E-mail, Voice Mail and Internet Access. 
Solicitation and/or Distribution of Literature - To prevent disruption of business activities, to minimize distractions for all 
employees, and to preserve Company security and confidentiality, solicitation of money or the distribution of literature by 
employees and non-employees is prohibited. 
Proper Accounting - We must ensure that Company payments and transactions are properly authorized by management 
and accurately and completely recorded in Company records in keeping with Company policy and accepted accounting 
practices. 
Safeguarding Information Gained as an Employee of BCBSF - We must use Company information only for business 
purposes. We all are responsible for preventing inappropriate disclosure of Company information to those outside the 
Company. It is especially important for us to safeguard medical information about BCBSF members and employees. 






transmit confidential, proprietary or patient identifiable medical information (PIMI) . ................................................................................. 28 
Self-Dealing - We are prohibited from using information gained through employment at BCBSF for our own benefit. ......................... 30 
C. POLICIES GOVERNING BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS AND TRANSACTIONS 
Laws, regulations and policies govern how we conduct the Company's business; that is, how we relate to our members, 
the public, government officials, business associates and competitors . .................................................................................................... 33 
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Quick Reference Summary of Corporate 
Compliance Program Policies (Continued) 
Receipt of Gifts, Gratuities or Favors, including Entertainment- We should not accept gifts, entertainment, favors, or 
other items of value from anyone outside the Company whose motivation is to receive some special treatment in exchange 
for them. Since it may be difficult to determine whether the giver's motivation is improper, it is best to refuse all gifts offered 
to us by those outside the Company except those of a nominal value, i.e., cups, pens, etc. We do not want to give the 
impression that the level of service we deliver is tied to a monetary exchange of gifts. 
Offering of Bribes, Kickbacks, Gifts or Gratuities, including Entertainment, in Business Dealings -We market our 
33 
Company's products on the basis of price, quality and service. We should not use gifts, bribes or entertainment to 
improperly influence our members or anyone with whom we deal. ...................... 33 
Gratuities and Government Emp1oyees -We must faithfully abide by laws which regulate our dealings with government 
employees. Strict laws impose gift limitations and reporting requirements on gifts to federal, state and local government 
employees. If we deal with government employees, we are responsible for knowing these limitations and properly 
reporting any expenditures. 
Contracts -Only Company officers are authorized to sign contracts on behalf of the Company. All contracts must be 
reviewed, in advance of signing, by our Legal Affairs Division. 
Procurement of Goods and Services -We must purchase goods and services on a competitive best value basis and based 
on the criteria specified. Employees are not to put any pressure on or make threats to a vendor and BCBSF coverage is not a 
condition on the sale. 
Travel and Business-Related Expenses -We must promptly, completely and accurately report business expenses we 
incur on expense reports. Entertainment, meals and travel expenses which we report on expense reports must have a 
business purpose, and not be lavish or extravagant. Most entertainment and meals for people outside the Company 
cannot be charged to government lines of business . .  
Antitrust-We must avoid engaging in any discussions or exchanging any information with our competitors about pricing. 
Advertising and Promotion of BCBSF Products and Services -All of our advertising must be reviewed in advance by 
the Legal Affairs Division and the Advertising and Market Communications Department. Our advertising must be truthful; 







II. Policies (Continued) 
D. POLICIES GOVERNING WORK ENVIRONMENT 
AND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
1. SAFETY, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
BCBSF and its individual employees are responsible for 
maintaining a safe and healthy work environment. BCBSF is 
committed to protecting the environment and minimizing the 
impact of its operations on the land, air and water. All BCBSF 
employees have a responsibility to abide by safe operating 
procedures, to guard their own and their fellow employees' 
health and to maintain and utilize pollution control systems. 
It is BCBSF's policy to comply with all laws and regulations 
affecting safety, health and environmental protection. BCBSF 
employees must comply with BCBSF's fire, safety, health and 
security regulations, e.g., BCBSF's procedures for handling and 
managing hazardous chemicals, and its Asbestos Management 
Program. 
Employees must report to their supervisors conditions 
which they perceive to be unsafe, unhealthy or hazardous to the 
environment. Employees must report violations of the 
Asbestos Management Program to the BCBSF Occupational 
Hazards Specialist. The BCBSF Occupational Hazards Specialist 
must report all such violations to the Compliance Office. In the 
event of a fire, employees must activate the fire alarm or notify 
the Security Desk (at extension 1-1111 .) 
See BCBSF's Standard of Conduct Policy, Human 
Resources Policy, No. 4.1, in the BCBSF Human Resources 
Policies and Procedures Manual, and the BCBSF Asbestos 
Management Program. 
2. EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
a. Equal Employment Opportunities 
Recording and Reporting Information - Our Company's records must be accurately and completely maintained. 
We should never make false entries in Company records. False entries in reports submitted to the government, in particular, 
may expose us or our Company to civil and criminal penalties. 
User - ID, E-mail, Voice Mail, and Internet Access - User ID's and passwords are not to be shared with anyone, even supervisors. 
E-mail, Voice Mail and Internet Access are not private, are monitored and are intended for business use only. BCBSF can be 
41  
held liable if confidential or patient identifiable information is transmitted in an unsecure environment. ........................................... 43, 44 
Political and Charitable Activity and Contributions - Complicated laws regulate political contributions made by companies like 
BCBSF. For this reason, all political contributions made from Company funds should be cleared in advance with the Governmental 
and Legislative Relations Division. None of us should receive reimbursement from Company funds for personal political 
contributions. Corporate charitable contributions should be cleared with the Public Relations and Corporate 
Communications Division . .............................................................................................................................................................................. 46 
D. POLICIES GOVERNING WORK ENVIRONMENT AND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
Safety, Health and Environmental Protection - Our Company is committed to providing a healthy work environment. 
We must abide by safe operating procedures to safeguard the health and safety of all BCBSF employees . ......................................... 49 
Employee Relations - We must not discriminate against employees or applicants on the basis of race, color, religion, 
national origin, disability, sex, age or veteran status. We must not engage in sexual harassment, including unwelcome sexual 
overtures, advances, requests for sexual favors, or other similar conduct in any way Vv;hich would adversely affect another 
employee's work performance or create an offensive working environment. We must not receive or transmit e-mail or voice 
mail which could be viewed as offensive and/or as containing sexual overtures . ...................................................................................... 49 
Substance Abuse - We maintain a drug-free work place. We may not use or possess illegal or non-prescribed drugs or alcohol 
while we are conducting the Company's business, while on Company property, or while operating a Company vehicle . ..................... 50 
Weapons or Firearms - We do not carry or display weapons or firearms while on Company property . ................................................... 51 
Work-Related Charges, Indictments, or  Convictions; Arrests While on Company Property or While on Company Business -
When and if we find ourselves personally d1arged with a criminal offense, we must, in certain instances, report these matters to 
the Director of Employment. .......................................................................................................................................................................... 51 
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Division. All expenditures for charitable contributions must be 
coordinated by the Public Relations and Corporate 
Communications Division and approved by management as set 
forth in the BCBSF Charitable Contributions Policy. The policy 
requires that charitable contributions should be included in the 
Public Relations budget, not in individual budgets as travel and 
entertainment expenses. 
BCBSF's Charitable Contributions Policy recognizes that 
certain activities, such as service on voluntary agency boards, 
involvement in Chamber of Commerce activities or membershii:: 
in organizations such as Rotary or Civitan may support 
marketing efforts by building and influencing business 
relationships. BCBSF requires its employees to carefully budge' 
these activities separately from charitable contributions 
expenditures. 
See BCBSF Corporate Charitable Contributions Policy, 
Corporate Policy No. 10.10, in the BCBSF Corporate Policies 
















Human Resources. One approved exception is that BCBSF's 
Florida Health PAC may solicit exempt employees on Company 
property during working time. 
The political process has become highly regulated and any 
BCBSF employee who has any question about what is or is not 
proper should consult with the Compliance Office or the Legal 
Affairs Division before agreeing to do anything that could be 
construed as involving BCBSF in any political activity at the 
federal, state, or local level. 
See BCBSF Solicitation and/or Distribution of Literature 
Policy, Human Resources Policy No. 4.7 in the BCBSF Human 
Resources Policies and Procedures Manual. 
b. Cha ritable Activity and Contri butions 
BCBSF supports a corporate contributions program based 
on the belief that as a corporate citizen, it has an obligation to 
respond to community, economic and social needs. BCBSF's 
policy is to be prudent and conservative in making such 
contributions. The Company's policy permits the support of 
qualified charitable organizations with financial and non-financial 
assistance and loaned personnel. Charitable organizations that 
will be supported by BCBSF must meet the following criteria: be 
located in Florida and serve Floridians; possess exemption by 
the Internal Revenue Service under section 501 (c) (3) of the Tax 
Code; address Company community outreach goals and targets; 
not duplicate the work of other organizations supported by the 
Company within the same geographic or program area; have a 
current, satisfactory audit conducted by a certified public 
accountant; and have a long standing reputation for credibility 
and integrity. 
BCBSF's Charitable Contributions Policy and Foundation 
activities make its corporate officers accountable for community 
service and social responsibility activities in cooperation, 
coordination and consultation with the Public Relations and the 
Corporate Communications Division, and the Legal Affairs 
I. Compass Program TM 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Contents 
This booklet does not cover all of BCBSF's policies or 
include all details regarding any policy. More detailed policy 
statements and procedures referenced in this booklet are 
available on the Intranet, the K drive or can be requested from 
the Compliance Office. Where any provision of this booklet 
conflicts with a previously established policy of the Company, 
the provision of this booklet will supersede and apply to the 
situation. 
Nothing contained in this booklet constitutes a contract of 
employment. Neither this booklet nor any part of the Compass 
Program™ should be construed by any current or prospective 
officer, director or employee of BCBSF as creating an express or 
implied contract of employment or continued employment with 
BCBSF. Circumstances will require that the policies included in 
this booklet be changed from time to time. Consequently, 
BCBSF reserves the right to modify them as it deems 
appropriate and revisions will be distributed to officers, directors 
and employees. 
Organ izationa l  View 
It is a long standing policy of BCBSF to prevent the 
occurrence of unethical or unlawful behavior, to halt such 
behavior as soon as reasonably possible after its discovery, to 
discipline employees who violate BCBSF policies, including 
individuals responsible for the failure to report or detect a 
violation, and to implement changes in policy and procedure 
necessary to prevent recurrences of a violation. 
The aim of BCBSF's Compass Program™ is to integrate the 
standards set forth in the Compass Program™ Booklet and 
other related policies into the daily business activities of BCBSF 
through education, training, investigation, detection and 
reporting. 
The Company requires all its employees to comply with the 
Compass Program™ and related laws, regulations and policies. 
Failure to comply will subject an employee to disciplinary action. 
All BCBSF employees shall report all potential 
noncompliance with the Compass Program™ . The program 
details a variety of means to report such noncompliance, 
protecting confidentiality where appropriate. No individual's 
position or influence is considered to be more important than 
the goal of institutional integrity. Reporting employees shall not 
be subject to any reprisal for a good faith report of a suspected 
violation of the Compass Program™ ; reporting employees, 
absent compelling circumstances, will not be granted any 
immunity for their participation in any violation. A reporting 
employee may be subject to disciplinary action for his or her 
participation in a violation. 
Ma nagement a n d  I nd iv id ua l  Respons ib i l it i es 
Each member of BCBSF management is responsible for 
making sure that employees under his or her supervision are 
aware of and comply with the provisions of the Compass 
Program™ . Each supervisor is responsible for practicing diligent 
supervision to ensure the ethical business behavior of his or her 
subordinates. Each member of BCBSF management must 
create a work environment in which compliance is expected and 
encouraged and in which there is no suggestion that violations 
are permitted as long as they might benefit BCBSF or a BCBSF 
employee's career/employment. 
Each officer, director and employee also has direct personal 
responsibility for following the provisions of the Compass 
Program™ and taking the initiative to seek help or clarification to 
avoid unethical or illegal business conduct. BCBSF officers, 
1 1  
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I .  Compass Program TM (Continued) 
directors and employees are encouraged to review this booklet 
on a regular basis so that employees can incorporate these 
standards into their daily practice. Each officer, director and 
employee must also report any activity, which the employee in 
good faith believes is or may be a violation of the Compass 
Program™ . Reporting violations is an expected, accepted and 
protected behavior, not the exception to the rule. 
No BCBSF officer, director or employee should ever be 
expected, encouraged or allowed to violate any law and no 
officer, director or employee should ever believe that breaking 
the law in an attempt to help BCBSF is an indication of loyalty. 
To the contrary, the greatest loyalty that an officer, director or 
employee can demonstrate to BCBSF is his or her unfailing 
attention and adherence to the laws of the land. Many of the 
laws that govern BCBSF's business practices are complicated 
and confusing and may conflict with what an officer, director or 
employee considers to be ethically or morally acceptable. 
BCBSF is committed to providing procedures under which 
employees can report violations of the Compass Program™ , 
applicable laws, regulations and policies governing the 
Company's affairs without fear of reprisal. To report such 
violations, an employee should contact his or her immediate 
supervisor, the Legal Affairs Division, the Human Resources 
Employee Relations Department, or the Compliance Office. 
Supervisors and members of the Legal Affairs Division and the 
Human Resources Employee Relations Department who 
receive information about any potential violation involving 
employee fraud, improper payment or receipt of money or 
items of value, or antitrust or environmental law must 
immediately report that information to the Compliance Office. 
The Compliance Office shall keep a written record of all such 
reports and suspected violations, as well as the resulting 
investigation and/or corrective action, where applicable. 
Reports of suspected unethical or illegal conduct may 
alternatively be made to the Compass™ helpline at 
(904) 905-6300 (non-Jacksonville employees may call 1-800-
477-3736, ext. 56300). No employee shall be subject to any 
reprisal for a good faith report of a suspected violation of the 
Compass Program™ or related laws, regulations and policies. 
Reporting employees, absent compelling circumstances, will not 
be granted any immunity for their participation in any violation. 
A reporting employee may be subject to disciplinary action for 
his/her participation in a violation. 
Violations of the Asbestos Management Program must be 
reported to the BCBSF Occupational Hazards Specialist. 
The BCBSF Occupational Hazards Specialist must report all such 
violations to the Compliance Office. 
An employee's clear infraction of the Compass Program™ , 
applicable laws, regulations, or prevailing business ethics will 
lead to appropriate disciplinary action against him or her which 
may include reprimand, probation, suspension, reduction in 
salary, demotion or dismissal - depending on the seriousness of 
the offense. Disciplinary actions will be administered in 
accordance with the procedures set forth in the BCBSF's 
Corrective Action Policy, Human Resources Policy No.4.2, and 
BCBSF's Termination Policy, Human Resources Policy No.2.9, in 
the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and Procedures Manual. 
Violations of the Compass Program™ may also lead to legal 
action, if appropriate. Grounds for disciplinary action (and 
possible dismissal) under this Program include: 
• Violations of the Program or any other Company policy 
or procedure. 
• Failure to report a violation of the Program or any 
other Company policy or procedure. 
• Direct or indirect retaliation against an employee who 
reports a violation of the Program. 
• A supervisor's negligence in failing to assure that his 
or her employees comply with the Program, or a 
supervisor's condoning, aiding or abetting a violation 
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ax, 
personnel, health and safety, environmental, contract, corporate, 
and government program areas. Generally speaking, an 
employee's personal records and drafts of records need not be 
maintained. When litigation or a government investigation or 
audit is pending or reasonably foreseeable, however, all relevant 
records must not be destroyed until the matter is closed and 
this may include drafts and copies as well as employee's notes 
and papers. Destruction of records to avoid disclosure in a legal 
proceeding may constitute a criminal offense. The Legal Affairs 
Division or the Compliance Office wil l notify BCBSF employees 
of special retention requirements related to litigation or 
government investigations or audits. BCBSF employees can 
obtain information on retention periods and restrictions 
concerning Company records from the Records Retention 
Department. The Records Retention Department is responsible 
for coordinating with the Legal Affairs Division to establish 
retention periods. 
Records concerning the processing of claims should be 
maintained for at least seven (7) years. Government programs 
require the retention of enrollment/disenrollment records for 
seven (7) years after the member's disenrollment. 
See BCBSF Corporate Records Retention Policies (Facilities 
and Office Services policy on Records Retention). 
1 7. POLITICAL AND CHARITABLE ACTIVITY AND 
CONTRIBUTIONS 
a. Pol it ica l Activity a n d  Contribut ions 
BCBSF encourages all employees to vote and be active in 
the political process. Federal and state laws, however, limit the 
nature and extent of individual and corporate political 
participation. For example, federal law prohibits corporate 
contributions to federal political candidates or office holders; 
state law limits corporate contributions to candidates for state or 
local office to $500 per candidate per election (generally primary, 
run-off and general elections are considered separate elections). 
Comp l i ance Officer  
The Compliance Officer will have responsibility for 
overseeing compliance with all applicable laws, the Compass 
Program™ , and related Company policies and procedures. 
The Compliance Officer, if an attorney, may advise BCBSF on 
legal issues relating to compliance. 
The specific oversight responsibilities of the Compliance 
Officer will consist of the following: 
• To establish procedures to ensure that every 
employee is familiar with the Compass Program™ 
and endeavors to abide by it. 
• To oversee distribution of BCBSF's Compass 
Program™ materials to all BCBSF employees, 
subsidiaries, political action committees and others 
specified in this Program and to oversee the training, 
monitoring and auditing procedures. 
• All current employees and every newly hired 
employee will be given a copy of the Compass 
Program™ booklet. Within 14 days of receiving th is 
material the employee shall sign an acknowledgment 
stating that he or she has reviewed the booklet, will 
take part in the Compass Program™ and agrees to 
abide by its terms. 
• To ensure that these certifications are retained by 
BCBSF for five years. 
• To receive suggestions from officers, directors and 
employees for updating the Compass Program™ and 
related policies to ensure they are efficient and 
effective. 
• To review, update and modify the Compass Program™ 
and related Company policies, as appropriate and as 
required by law and to secure appropriate Senior 
Management approval of significant changes in 
Company policy. 
• To oversee investigations of Program violations 
involving employee fraud, improper payment or 
receipt of money or items of value, or antitrust or 
environmental law, and to oversee administration of 
discipline for such violations which are uncovered. 
• To report to the Audit and Compliance Committee of 
the Board of Directors at least annually on the 
functioning of the Compass Program™. 
In addition to these responsibilities, the Compliance Officer 
is responsible for additional duties to promote the overall 
effectiveness of the Program which are identified in Section I B 
- Compliance Program Description, #4 Elements of the 
Program; and Section 1 1  - Corporate Compliance Policy. 
Defi n it ions 
For purposes of the Compass Program™ : 
a) The term " employee" is used in the general sense, 
meaning to include any person who is employed by or 
works on behalf of BCBSF, including officers, directors, 
contractors, temporary employees, and consultants. 
b) The term " supervisor" is used in the general sense, 
meaning to include any person who directly 
supervises a BCBSF employee whether that person's 
actual title is supervisor, manager, director, vice 
president or other officer of the Company. 
c) The term " good faith" is used to describe actions taken 
with sincerity and without the intention of deceiving, 
causing harm to another or seeking an improper 
advantage. 
d) The term " family" is used to describe a person's 
spouse or significant other and minor child/children. 
e) The term " fraud" is used to describe the knowing 
and intentional taking of, or attempting to take, 
money, property or other Company assets without 
proper consent or authorization; any knowing untrue 
statement or misrepresentation or omission made 
with the intent to procure money, property, or other 
asset; or, with the intent to either temporarily or 
permanently deprive the Company of a right to its 
property for any employee personal use or for the use 
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of any person not entitled to it. Fraud also includes all 
conduct that is defined as such by applicable federal 
or Florida law. 
See BCBSF Corporate Fraud and Abuse Policy, Corporate 
Policy No.1 .33, in the BCBSF Corporate Policies and Procedures 
Manual. 
The Compass Program TM is designed to provide guidance to 
BCBSF employees on matters of ethics, business conduct and 
regulatory compliance with the law. This booklet is not 
designed to be a basis for civil liability and it. shall not be 
admissible as evidence in any civil action against BCBSF, its 
officers, directors or employees. Not withstanding the 
foregoing provisions of this paragraph, when BCBSF institutes 
an action or proceeding against one or more of its officers, 
directors, or employees, violation of the Compass Program TM 
may be considered as prima facie evidence that a legal duty has 
been breached and this booklet and any alleged violation there 
of shall be admissible as evidence in such action or proceeding. 
Violation of the Compass Program™ shall not give rise to a 
cause of action against BCBSF, or its officers, directors or 
employees, nor should it create any presumption that a legal 
duty has been breached. 
E m p loyee Contacts for the  Com pass Prog ra m™ 
Immediate Supervisor - or any member of Management 
Human Resources Employee Relations Department 
1-800-333-9797 ext. 58169 (Jacksonville employees dial 58169 
from inter-office phones or dial 905-8169 from outside lines) 
Legal Affairs Division - 1-800-477-3736 ext. 58720 
(Jacksonville employees dial 58720 from inter -office phones or 
dial 905-8720 from outside lines) 
Compliance Office - Mary W. Bridgman, Compliance 
Officer 1-800-477-3736 ext. 58744, 54497, 50272 (Jacksonville 
employees dial 58744, 54497, and 50272 from inter-office 
phones or dial 905-8744 from outside lines) 
Compass Program™ Helpl ine - 1 -800-477-3736 ext. 56300 
(Jacksonville employees dial 56300 from inter-office phones or 
dial 905-6300 from outside lines) 
participate in the creation of any records which are intended to 
mislead or to conceal. 
See BCBSF Standard of Conduct Policy, Human Resources 
Policy No. 4.1, in the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and 
Procedures Manual. 
c. Com puter Data and  Programs 
To maintain the maximum protection for BCBSF's 
information and data stored and maintained in computer files, 
BCBSF must strictly enforce provisions designed to safeguard 
the confidentiality of such information. For example, USER-ID'� 
and passwords must be protected and used only by those 
authorized individuals to whom they are assigned. Every 
precaution must be taken to ensure that USER-ID's and 
passwords do not become available to unauthorized individuals. 
BCBSF employees who learn of a possible data system securit� 
violation should report such violations to their supervisor or to 
the Head of CSA (Computer Security Administration) . 
Supervisors are required to report such violations to the Head o 
CSA. The Head of CSA shall notify the Compliance Departmen­
and Internal Audit of any such reports. 
Data and programs contained on the Company's computer� 
are important Company records. BCBSF employees are 
prohibited from making any unauthorized modifications to any 
Company computer data or program. BCBSF employees are 
also prohibited from destroying, disclosing or taking any 
Company data or programs without authorization. Such actions 
may be illegal. 
See BCBSF Corporate Data Policy No. 5.1, in the BCBSF 
Corporate Policies and Procedures Manual. 
d. U S E R- I D  
All employees (including contractors and temporary 
employees) who are assigned a USER- I D  (RACF -ID or User 
Employees may not make any false, incomplete, or 
misleading entries. Undisclosed or unrecorded corporate 
funds shall not be established for any purpose, and Company 
de funds should not be placed in any personal or non-corporate 
account. All corporate assets must be properly protected 
ate and accounted for. 
>f Federal and state law requires BCBSF to assure that its 
records accurately reflect the true nature of the transactions 
represented. This requirement applies to a wide variety of 
o information recorded by BCBSF employees, including entries 
relating to the processing of claims, recordation of financial 
transactions, audits and quality control systems, as well as 
reporting of expenses and timekeeping. Therefore, in all of 
BCBSF's operations, it is against BCBSF policy for any employee 
to intentionally cause any record to be inaccurate. 
s Examples of prohibited acts include making records appear 
;J as though payments were made to one person when, in fact, 
they were made to another; submitting expense accounts 
which do not accurately reflect the true nature of the expense; 
falsifying time to inaccurately reflect the amount of time worked 
on the program to which charges should be recorded; changing 
the recipient on a claim to channel payments to an improper 
recipient; deleting claims from the computer system without 
rerouting for reprocessing and properly documenting the action; 
and the creation of any other record which does not accurately 
:is. reflect the true nature of the transaction. 
t 
False entries must never be made in any BCBSF record nor 
in any public record for any reason nor should permanent entries 
nd in the Company's records be altered in any way. No payment or 
receipt on behalf of BCBSF may be approved or made with the 
intention or understanding that any part of the payment or 
receipt is to be used for a purpose other than that described in 
the documents supporting the transaction. " Slush funds" or 
similar off-book accounts, where there is no accounting for 
receipts or expenditures in corporate records, are prohibited. 
I t  is very important that BCBSF employees not create or 
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B. COMPLIANCE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
1 . INTRODUCTION 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF), Inc. has a 
long standing and deep commitment to conducting business 
ethically, with honesty, integrity, fairness and in compliance with 
applicable law. On November 12, 1993, the BCBSF Board of 
Directors adopted policies governing the conduct of the 
Company's directors, officers and employees. This board 
resolution led to the establishment of the Compass Program TM , 
BCBSF's business conduct and ethics compliance program. 
The Compass Program™ is designed to educate all BCBSF 
directors, officers and employees on the legal requirements, 
i ncluding federal and state laws and regulations, their related 
accreditat ion requirements, and ethical rules which apply to 
BCBSF's business; raise awareness of questionable conduct; 
monitor compliance; and provide effective mechan isms for 
reporting suspected violations. The Compass Program 
Booklet™ is one of the vehicles used to commun icate the 
program's policies to appropriate parties. 
Compliance with the requirements of state and federal laws 
and regulations has always been a priority for the Company. 
In it ially, separate sections of the Compass Program Booklet™ 
addressed the Company's obligations under the traditional 
Medicare program and the Federal Employee Program, as well 
as with other government contracts. When BCBSF moved its 
traditional Medicare business to its wholly owned subsidiary, 
First Coast Service Options, Inc. (FCSO), the subsidiary created 
a compliance program, the Navigator Program™ , that allows 
FCSO to focus on the unique requirements of the traditional 
Medicare business. 
Similarly, as the requirements have changed for the 
government programs administered by BCBSF, it has become 
necessary to formally enhance the state and federal regulatory 
compliance aspects of the Compass Program TM . For example, 
the Balanced Budget Act (BBA) of 1997 established a new 
Part C of Medicare, known as the Medicare+Choice (M+C) 
Program. Effective January 1, 1999, BCBSF's subsidiary, Health 
Options Inc. (limited to certain  counties), began participating in  
the M+C Program with its Medicare HMO product - Medicare 
& More®. There are numerous federal statutes and regulations 
governing the M+C Program, including the requirement to have 
a formal compliance plan contain i ng certai n elements. 
This requirement led to the incorporation of the M+C 
Compliance Program into the Compass Program™. 
2. PROGRAM PURPOSE AND APPLICABILITY 
BCBSF has had a long standing commitment to the values 
of honesty, integrity and fairness in all business activit ies. 
The Compass Program TM reflects that commitment by providing 
basic guidance on the pri ncipal ethical and legal rules that affect 
business conduct, business relationships and compliance with 
regulations and the law. 
The purpose of the Compass Program TM is to provide a 
management process that improves the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the organization i n  order to better serve our 
customers, demonstrate our deep commitment to conducting 
business ethically, provide education to the Company, and to 
comply with applicable federal and state laws and regulations, 
and related accreditation requirements. 
Ethical business conduct and compliance with applicable 
legal requirements including federal and state laws and 
regulations, i ncluding related accreditation requirements, is the 
responsibility of all officers, directors, and employees of BCBSF. 
In addition ,  BCBSF subsidiaries and BCBSF political action 
committees as well as all contractors, agents, providers and 
vendors associated with BCBSF must comply with BCBSF's 
Compass Program™ and abide by the policies and procedures 
that are applicable to them. 
should be backed by objective facts and experience. To the 
extent that the estimate cannot be objectively verified, it should 
be based upon the good faith judgments of those making the 
estimate. 
See BCBSF Corporate Marketing Policy. 
14. CONTRACT NEGOTIATION 
In negotiating all contracts, BCBSF employees must be 
accurate and complete in all of their representations. The laws 
and regulations governing contract ing with the government 
impose rules that are even more stringent than those applicable 
to dealings with private parties. The submission to a governmen· 
customer of a proposal, quotation, or other document or 
statement that is false, incomplete, or misleading can result in 
civil and criminal liabil ity for BCBSF, the involved employee, and 
any supervisors who are involved in such a practice. 
In negotiat ing contracts with the government, BCBSF has an 
affirmative duty to disclose current, accurate, and complete cos 
or pricing data where such data are required under appropriate 
law or regulation. Employees must exercise care i n  preparing 
and submitti ng proposals, budgets, and other documents 
containing certif ications and representations. 
It is the responsibility of all employees who prepare, sign, or 
in any way support these records to ensure that they are 
prepared accurately. 
See BCBSF Procurement of Goods/Services, Sale of 
Furniture/Equipment Policy Corporate Policy No. 4.2, and BCBS 
Corporate Contracts for Purchase, Lease, Rental and 
Maintenance for Goods/Services and Real Estate, Corporate 
Policy No. 4.50, in the Corporate Policies and Procedures 
Manual. 
15. FIDUCIARY BREACHES AND PROHIBITED 
TRANSACTIONS UNDER ERISA 







J .  
All BCBSF advertising must be reviewed by the Legal 
Affairs Division and the Corporate Advertising and Market 
Communications Department. In addition, for Medicare 
managed care products, review and approval must also be 
obtained from the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA). 
BCBSF advertising should always be truthful and BCBSF 
employees/agents must not make misrepresentations to 
anyone. If BCBSF employees make specific claims about the 
Company's coverage plans, products or services, they should 
have a good faith basis for those claims. Coverage plans, 
products or services should not be marketed in any way that 
might cause confusion between BCBSF coverage plans, 
products or services and those of competitors. If a BCBSF 
employee believes that a customer or potential customer may 
have misunderstood him or her, the employee must promptly 
correct any misunderstanding. Similarly, BCBSF employees 
should be alert to any situation where a competitor may be 
attempting to mislead potential customers and inform their 
supervisor or the Legal Affairs Division of any such cases. 
BCBSF employees should not disparage any of the 
products, services or employees of any competitor. i f  BCBSF 
employees do compare BCBSF coverage plans, products or 
services against those of competitors, such comparisons should 
be fair. Comparative advertising is subject to regulation and 
should, therefore, be cleared with BCBSF's Legal Affairs 
Division. 
I f  BCBSF offers advertising or promotional allowances, 
it should offer them on a proportionately equal basis to all 
customers. Advertising and promotional allowances are subject 
to detailed and technical regulations and, therefore, should be 
offered only after approval of the Legal Affairs Division. 
Generally, BCBSF can provide to clients and prospective clients 
for the purpose of advertising merchandise having a value of not 
more than $25. 
If BCBSF employees supply any estimates, they must be 
fair and reasonable. To the maximum extent possible, they 
3. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
Objective: To ensure organizational processes are efficient, 
effective, and in compliance with applicable federal and state 
laws and regulations, and to provide guidance on the principal 
ethical and legal rules to be followed by each individual 
employed by or representing BCBSF in its business activities or 
relationships. 
Sub-objectives: 
1) To be consistent with all federal and state laws and 
regulations, including, at a minimum, the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, and 
Office of Inspector General (OIG) compliance 
program elements. 
2) To ensure development and distribution of written 
policies and procedures in support of the Compass 
Program TM _ 
3) To establish the governance structure responsible for 
operating and monitoring the compliance program. 
4) To establish the climate, education, and training 
required to assure employee, contractor, provider, 
and vendor understanding, and awareness of and 
commitment to compliance. 
5) To establish open lines of communication to the 
Corporate Compliance Department for all employees, 
contractors, vendors, and providers. 
6) To develop an Annual Communication, Education and 
Training Plan, a compliance audit plan, and specific 
work plans (as deemed applicable) to monitor 
compliance with the Compass Program TM . 
7) To establish and maintain an effective continuous 
improvement process for identification, correction, 
and reporting of systematic problems (both internal 
and external) related to compliance with the 
Compass Program™ . 
8) To establish and maintain an enforcement 
mechanism that addresses disciplinary guidelines, 
detected offenses, and corrective actions. 
9) To coordinate, clarify, and monitor compliance with 
laws, regulations and other applicable requirements 
as issued, modified and interpreted by the 
government. 
10) To positively influence legislation and regulations 
through coordination with Public Policy, Legislative 
Affairs, Legal Affairs and others. 
4. ELEMENTS OF THE PROGRAM 
Compliance is the responsibility of all employees/ 
contractors, agents, providers and vendors. BCBSF will 
coordinate with its providers to establish an understanding of 
applicable compliance requirements. The Compass Program1 M  
is divided into eight elements. 
a. Business Standards 
1 . Business Conduct 
The Compass Program™ reaffirms and continues a long 
standing BCBSF policy that all BCBSF directors, officers, 
managers, and employees must conduct business ethically and 
in conformance with applicable laws and regulations in all places 
and at all times. No BCBSF director, officer or employee should 
attempt to use outside agents or other indirect means to violate 
or circumvent applicable laws and regulations or the Compass 
Program TM _ 
2. Business Practices 
Corporate Policies and Procedures are used to establish the 
framework for more detailed written policies and procedures. 
Risk areas are identified based on an internal risk assessment, 
review of the OIG annual work plan and information from other 
creditable industry sources (e.g., BCBSA, AAHP). The Policy 
and Procedures for the oversight of the Compass Program™ are 
developed and maintained by the Corporate Compliance 
Department under the guidance of the Corporate Compliance 
Officer and Corporate Compliance Committee. 
The Operational area accountable for the process is 
responsible for developing and maintaining the appropriate 
written policies and procedures which incorporate compliance 
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with all requirements. The Operational area is also responsible 
for having internal controls in place for all of these processes 
and the ability to deliver effective monitoring, evaluation and 
improvement of the process. Policies convey both the general 
principle(s), and specific guide(s) for action and decision making, 
and identify specific process owners. Procedures provide 
detailed descriptions of the steps taken within an area of the 
organization in administering corporate policies, define roles and 
responsibilities, and outline how the process is monitored and 
evaluated, including internal controls. All efforts are made to 
develop and implement standardized business policies and 
procedures across the company. 
b. Education and Training 
Education (awareness) is achieved through general sessions 
which provide a broad overview of the compliance program, 
emphasize BCBSF's commitment to compliance and clearly 
communicate each employee's general compliance 
responsibilities. Training (how to) sessions specific to 
functional responsibilities are held for employees whose job 
responsibilities are directly related to any administrative or 
operational aspect of the process. The education and training 
sessions may include presentation(s) and pertinent handouts. 
Education is mandatory for all employees/contractors; 
training is mandatory for employees/contractors whose job 
responsibilities are directly related to any administrative or 
operational aspect of the Compass Program™ . Attendance at 
the educational and training sessions is recorded and reported 
to the Corporate Compliance Department. Failure to attend a 
mandatory session is grounds for disciplinary action. 
1 . Education 
Educational sessions include a Compass Program TM 
description and review of Policy and Procedures, stress 
BCBSF's commitment to compliance and explain the duty of 
employees to understand and follow applicable laws and 
regulations, comply with such requirements and adhere to the 
principals of honesty, integrity and fairness. All corporate 
officers, directors, managers, employees/contractors will 
participate in a mandatory, initial formal Corporate Compliance 
Program educational session and refresher sessions as 
applicable and certify their attendance and agreement to comply 
with the Compass Program TM . New employees/contractors will 
receive the mandatory education within a reasonable time from 
the date of employment. Education for new employees/ 
contractors whose job responsibilities are directly related to a 
specific risk area or any administrative or operational aspect of 
the Compass Program™ will occur on an accelerated time 
schedule which may require individual versus group education. 
2. Training 
Training on internal processes related to functional 
responsibilities is provided within the functional area by Subject 
Matter Experts (SMEs). The training sessions include review of 
applicable regulatory requirements, their relationship to the 
functional area's responsibilities including Standard Office 
Procedures (SOPs), desk procedures, internal controls and 
individual avoidance of unlawful or unethical occurrences. 
This training occurs annually for all employees in the area. 
Ad hoc training sessions are held for new employees or when 
there are changes to laws, regulations or compliance 
requirements which impact the area's responsibilities. 
c. Communication 
A communication plan is developed annually to facilitate 
open communication between the Corporate Compliance 
Officer and organization personnel, contractors, vendors, 
providers and enrollees. The communication plan complements 
education and training and identifies communication goals, key 
audiences and key messages. The plan, at a minimum, 
addresses dissemination of compliance information, the 
processes for reporting violations, and the availability of an 
internal company hot line for asking questions and seeking 
clarification. 
See BCBSF Corporate Data Policy No. 5.1, in the BCBSF 
Corporate Policies and Procedures Manual. 
12. ANTITRUST 
BCBSF is committed to complying with all antitrust laws. 
Actions by BCBSF employees must be consistent with antitrust 
laws which are designed to protect competition. The antitrust 
laws prohibit such things as price-fixing, market allocation, 
group boycotts, price discrimination, tying, and monopolization. 
They also require scrutiny of certain mergers and acquisitions. 
One purpose of the antitrust laws is to prevent one business 
from gaining an unfair advantage and forcing other businesses 
out of the marketplace. 
Penalties for antitrust violations can be severe. Violations o· 
the federal and state laws may result in criminal as well as civil 
liability. Individual employees can go to jail and/or be sued 
personally for violating antitrust laws. 
BCBSF employees are required to follow this antitrust polic1 
to avoid even the appearance of conduct which is violative of 
the antitrust laws. 
a .  Doc u mentat ion of Hea lth Ca re Practices 
In the health care profession, companies impose many 
legitimate restrictions that may affect a provider' s access to the 
marketplace. Managed care programs are pro-competitive 
because they stimulate competition among providers based on 
cost and quality. 
BCBSF employees involved in policy and decision making 
relating to restrictions that may affect a provider's access to the 
marketplace should consult with the Legal Affairs Division and 
seek its assistance in analyzing the legality of a proposed policy 
or decision and in documenting the basis for the decisions 
made, when such decisions raise antitrust concerns. 
d. Audits and Monitoring 
Regular, periodic regulatory compliance audits utilizing 
accepted auditing and monitoring techniques are conducted 
internally by qualified auditors who have expertise in Federal 
and State health care statutes, regulations and health care 
program requirements. 
Audit findings, including the identification of areas where 
corrective actions are needed, will be documented in reports 
and presented on a regular basis, but not less than annually, to 
the President, the Corporate Compliance Committee and, when 
applicable, to contracting providers (i.e. , compliance findings 
directly related to providers). The reports will be maintained by 
the Corporate Compliance Officer and reviewed with the 
organization's senior management and the Corporate 
Compliance Committee. 
e. Enforcement 
1 . BCBSF Expectations of Employees 
Annual employee evaluations will include compliance with 
and support of the Compass Program™ , including attendance at 
education and training sessions, and promotion of and 
adherence to the elements of the compliance program. 
2. Violations and Investigations 
Alleged violations of the Compass Program TM are promptly 
reviewed by the Company's Legal Affairs Division, as 
appropriate, to determine whether a material violation of 
applicable law, rule or program instruction or the requirements 
of the compliance program has occurred, and, if so, steps are 
taken to correct the problem. In certain cases, the Company's 
review will be conducted at the direction of counsel to preserve 
the Company's privileges and for the purpose of obtaining legal 
advice for the Company. 
3. Corrective Actions 
Corrective actions may include modification of policies, 
manuals or processes and the imposition of proper disciplinary 
action, if applicable. Disciplinary actions taken will be on a fair 
and equitable basis and in keeping with established disciplinary 
policy. When indicated, Internal Corrective Action Plans to 
facilitate timely correction will be developed and shared as 
appropriate. Internal Corrective Action Plan progress will be 
monitored by the Corporate Compliance Department through 
periodic status reports from the operational area or follow-up 
audit findings. 
4. Continuous Quality Improvement 
To maximize proactive avoidance of non-compliant 
situations, improvement activities will be undertaken utilizing 
improvement concepts such as Plan, Do, Check and Act (POCA) 
and various process improvement tools. Improvement activities 
will be process focused and involve the identified process 
owner. 
f. Oversight 
The Corporate Compliance Officer is designated to serve as 
the focal point for compliance of all activities. The Corporate 
Compliance Officer's responsibilities are set forth in the 
Corporate Compliance Policy and the BCBSF Compass Program 
Booklet™. 
The Corporate Compliance Department is responsible for 
overall coordination of the Compass Program TM . 
The compliance department works closely with executive 
management and Subject Matter Experts (SME) in the 
functional areas to minimize or eliminate non-compliance risks. 
Monitoring, evaluation and improvement of the Compass 
Program TM include the development of internal controls for 
receiving and investigating reports of suspected violations from 
the organization, agents, providers, vendors, enrollees; early 
problem identification and correction; tracking and trending of 
suspected violations and identified problems; scheduling 
random internal and external auditing; and performing 
intermittent benchmarking against other organizations' 
regulatory compliance programs. 
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The compliance department will utilize a Continuous Quality 
Improvement (COi) approach to managing change, identifying 
risks and opportunities, coordinating and tracking corrective 
action plans, and coordinating and tracking internal certifications. 
Managing change includes the receipt, tracking and coordination 
of all laws and regulations, letters, etc. Coordination includes 
working with a cross functional team to ensure that impacted 
functional area(s) understand the implications of the new 
information and make required changes to processes, internal 
controls, monitoring, evaluation and improvement activities, 
perform training and document compliance. A periodic 
assessment is conducted to identify compliance risks and 
opportunities for improvement. The Corporate Compliance 
Department coordinates and tracks all functional area Corrective 
Action Plans developed as a result of opportunities, disciplinary 
guidelines, and/or audit findings. Internal certifications are 
coordinated and tracked. 
g. Governance 
The Corporate Compliance Officer is designated to serve as 
the focal point for compliance of all activities. 
Organizationally, the Compass Program TM is under the 
direct leadership of the Corporate Compliance Director who 
has a direct reporting relationship to the Corporate Compliance 
Officer. The Corporate Compliance Director in collaboration with 
appropriate leadership determines the roles and responsibilities 
of the Corporate Compliance Department, its staff and GBU 
compliance staff. 
Corporate compliance governance includes five 
committees: the Corporate Compliance Committee (CCC), the 
Steering Committee for all compliance matters; the Operational 
Compliance Committee (OCC) for Medicare +Choice 
compliance; the Legislative Implementation Group for 
implementation of state and other federal requirements; the 
Federal Employee Program (FEP) workgroup for FEP 
Compliance; and the Patient  Identifiable Medical Information 
(PIMI) Confidentiality Committee for protecting patient 
identifiable medical information. The CCC members are senior 
level representatives from impacted functional areas. The CCC 
is accountable for monitoring progress against the program and 
annual plans, providing commitment of resources to understand 
and resolve compliance issues, reviewing the status of issues, 
critical incident reports, audit findings and potential process 
issues for setting priorities for process improvements. 
The remaining four committees include representatives from all 
impacted functional areas and are accountable for developing 
specific plans to ensure their areas are in compliance with the 
regulations, providing technical expertise and advice, evaluating 
regulations, making recommendations for process 
improvements, implementing approved recommendations, and 
monitoring and reporting progress against plans. 
Each Committee has a Charter describing the committee 
organization, membership roles and responsibilities, meeting 
frequency and relationship/coordination with existing Boards 
and Committees. 
h. Reporting 
The Corporate Compliance Department provides for 
Management, the HO! Board, the Audit and Compliance 
Committee of the BCBSF Board, and corporate compliance 
committee members regularly scheduled reports describing the 
progress of the Compliance Program TM toward meeting its 
established objectives and goals. 
her. Purchases from suppliers must not be conditioned on sale 
of BCBSF coverage plans, policies, products or services througt 
the exercise of market power or coercion. 
See BCBSF Procurement of Goods/Services. Sale of 
Furniture/Equipment Policy Corporate Policy No. 4.2, in BCBSF' 
Corporate Policies and Procedures Manual. 
9. TRAVEL AND BUSINESS-RELATED EXPENSES 
Business expenses properly incurred in performing 
Company business must be documented promptly with 
accuracy and completeness on expense reports. Expenses are 
to be reported within 30 days after return from business travel. 
Requests for reimbursement of travel or business-related 
expenses are to be approved by the requestor's supervisor or 
the next higher level of management who has an authorized 
signature card on file in the Corporate Payables Department. 
Expenses incurred must have a business purpose, be 
reasonable and necessary for the accomplishment of the 
business purpose, and not be lavish or extravagant. Business 
meals involving potential customers or other individuals externa 
to the Company may not be charged to a line of business relate 
to government contracts if considered entertainment. 
In addition, the rules for offering gifts and gratuities must be 
adhered to. 
See BCBSF Travel and Business Related Expense Policy, 
Corporate Policy No. 3.10, and BCBSF Corporate Disbursement 
Policy, Corporate Policy No.2.10, in the BCBSF Corporate Policie 
and Procedures Manual, and the Corporate Budget Manual. 
10. TRANSPORTATION ON BCBSF AIRCRAFT 
With certain limited exceptions, BCBSF's aircraft may be 
used for business purposes only, and the use is limited to 
directors and officers of the Company and to other employees 
or consultants who are authorized by the responsible corporate 
or operating Company officer. Under no circumstances should 
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the near future .  Employment negotiations or arrangements with 
such government offic ia ls may be i l lega l .  
7 . ENTERING INTO CONTRACTS AND CONSULTING 
AGREEMENTS 
Al l contracts entered into on behalf of BCBSF must be 
executed by Company officers . These officers are responsib le 
for ensur ing such contracts are consistent with Company 
pol icies and are, in the officers'  best busi ness j udgment, in the 
best i nterest of the Company. I n  addit ion, a l l  contracts entered 
i nto on beha lf of BCBSF must be reviewed and approved by the 
Legal Affa i rs Division . 
BCBSF h i res consu ltants to produce such things as reports, 
g raphics, studies, or customized software . BCBSF's agreements 
with consultants must reflect the independent contractor status 
of the consu ltant and be approved by the Legal Affa irs Divis ion.  
See BCBSF Procurement of Goods/SeNices, Sale of 
Furn itu re/Equipment Policy, Corporate Pol icy No.  4 .2 ,  and 
BCBSF Corporate Contracts for Purchase, Lease, Renta l and 
Ma intenance for Goods/SeNices and Real Estate, Corporate 
Pol icy No. 4 .50, in the Corporate Pol icies and Procedures 
Manua l .  
8. PROCUREMENT OF GOODS AND SERVICES 
Company pol icy requ i res that purchases of goods and 
seNices wi l l  be made on a competitive best va lue basis and 
wi l l  be based on qua l ity, price, seNice, rel iab i l ity and other 
reasonable criteria . In some instances, BCBSF purchases goods 
1g or seNices from a suppl ier who a lso buys coverage plans, 
pol ic ies, products or seNices from BCBSF or its subsidiar ies. 
This practice is normal and acceptable, but coercion , express or 
imp l ied, requ i ring suppl iers to buy from BCBSF or related 
entities is not acceptable.  Company pol icy proh ibits BCBSF 
employees from plac ing any pressure or mak ing threats to a 
vendor which imply that the vendor must have BCBSF coverage 
p lans or BCBSF wi l l  not purchase goods or seNices from h im or 
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A. CORPORATE COMPLIANCE POLICY 
1 .  BACKGROUND 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF), Inc. has a 
long standing and deep commitment to conducting business 
ethically, with integrity, and in compliance with applicable law. 
On November 12, 1993, the BCBSF Board of Directors adopted 
policies governing the conduct of the Company's directors, 
officers and employees. This board resolution led to the 
establishment of the Compass Program™ , BCBSF's 
ethics/compliance program. The Compass Program™ is 
designed to educate all BCBSF directors, officers and 
employees on the applicable legal requirements (including 
federal and state laws/regulations, as well as related 
accreditation requirements) and ethical rules which apply to 
BCBSF's business, raise awareness of questionable conduct, 
monitor compliance, and provide effective mechanisms for 
reporting suspected violations. 
The purpose of the Corporate Compliance Program 
(Compass™ ) is to provide a management process that improves 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the organization in order to 
serve our customers, demonstrate our deep commitment to 
conducting business ethically, provide education to the 
Company, and comply with applicable federal and state laws/ 
regulations, as well as related accreditation requirements. 
Compliance with the requirements of state and federal 
laws/regulations has always been a priority for the Company. 
Separate sections of the Compass™ booklet address the 
Company's obligations under the traditional Medicare program 
and the Federal Employee Program, as well as with other 
government contracts. When BCBSF moved its traditional 
Medicare business to its wholly owned subsidiary, First Coast 
Service Options, Inc. (FCSO) , the subsidiary created a 
compliance program, Navigator™ , that allows FCSO to focus on 
the unique requirements of the traditional Medicare business. 
Similarly, as the requirements have changed for the 
government programs administered by BCBSF, it has become 
necessary to formally enhance the state and federal regulatory 
compliance aspects of the Compass Program™. For example, 
the Balanced Budget Act (BBA) of 1997 established a new Part 
C of Medicare, known as the Medicare+Choice (M+C) program. 
Effective January 1, 1999, BCBSF's subsidiary, Health Options, 
Inc. (limited to certain counties) , began participating in the M+C 
program with the Medicare HMO product - Medicare & More. 
There are numerous federal statutes and regulations governing 
the M+C program , including the requirement to have a formal 
compliance plan containing certain elements. This requirement 
led to the incorporation of the M+C compliance program into 
the Compass Program™. 
2. SCOPE 
Ethical business conduct and compliance with applicable 
legal requirements (including federal and state laws/regulations, 
as well as related accreditation requirements) is the 
responsibility of all officers, directors, and employees of BCBSF. 
B�BSF subsidiaries and BCBSF political action committees 
must comply with BCBSF's Compass Program™ . In addition, all 
contractors, agents, providers and vendors associated with 
BCBSF are expected to abide by the policies and procedures 
that are applicable to them. 
3. POLICY 
Corporate Compl ia nce Pol icy Statement 1 : 
BCBSF is committed to conducting its business with 
b. Monetary Lim itations on G ifts and G ratu ities to 
Government Employees, i nc lud ing Enterta i nment 
The monetary limitations relating to gifts to government 
employees and officials imposed by federal, state and local law� 
and regulations often apply to even modest expenditures. 
For example, Florida gift law prohibits persons from giving, 
directly or indirectly, a gift worth more than $100 to many state 
and local government employees and officials, and requires 
BCBSF to report all gifts worth between $25 and $100 provided 
to these individuals by BCBSF employees in conjunction with 
BCBSF employees' employment responsibilities. Gifts subject 
to these requirements include such items as gifts of tickets to 
an event or performance, or plants and flower arrangements. 
A notable exception to the Florida reporting requirement is food 
or beverage consumed at a single setting or event. 
Federal regulations impose " bright-line" gift restrictions on 
persons giving items of value to federal employees. The 
general direction for dealing with government employees is that 
no BCBSF employee shall give, offer, or discuss offering a gift, 
favor, entertainment, transportation, loan, hospitality, future 
employment with BCBSF, or any other tangible or intangible 
item regardless of value to any employee or representative of 
the United States Government with whom BCBSF has or seeks 
to have any dealings. This rule applies to all federal officials, 
including HCFA, OPM, OFCCA, IRS, etc. Modest refreshments 
not part of a meal, such as coffee and donuts, are permissible 
under the federal rule. (Negotiating prospective employment 
with a federal government employee also may be prohibited. ) 
c. Genera l  Gu ide l i nes to Fo l low before Offer ing any G ift 
or Gratu ity to any State or Loca l Government 
Emp loyee 
Since the rules governing gifts and similar items can differ 
from one state or local government agency and public entity to 
another, before offering any money, entertainment or gift item 












Human Services - including the Health Care Finance 
Administration and the Office of the Inspector General -
The Office of Personnel Management, the Internal Revenue 
Service, and all other federal agencies. These rules apply even 
if the purpose of offering the gift is neither to secure favorable 
treatment nor to influence government decision making. 
a. Lobbying Expenditu res 
Certain expenditures made in connection with lobbying, 
however, are normal and legally permissible. It is generally 
permissible to provide meals, refreshment and entertainment to 
legislative branch government officials if such expenditures are 
modest in nature. Federal, state and local laws, however, 
impose varying monetary limitations as well as reporting 
requirements on even modest expenditures made to public 
employees. 
Even employees who are not lobbyists may incur expenses 
that are considered reportable lobbying expenditures. A few 
examples of expenses which a BCBSF employee may incur that 
might be considered reportable lobbying expenditures include: 
• Buying a meal or beverage for a state employee or 
elected official; 
• Providing transportation to a state employee or 
elected official; and 
• Giving a gift of tickets to an athletic, artistic, cultural or 
musical event to a state employee or elected official. 
BCBSF employees who deal with government employees 
or elected officials and who incur these types of expenses while 
acting within the scope of their employment at BCBSF, should 
consult with the Legal Affairs Division or the Compliance Office 
to determine what expenditures are acceptable and what 
expenses must be reported. Further, for reportable expenses, 
special care must be taken to ensure that adequate records 
have been kept and that such expenditures are included in 
BCBSF's lobbying expenditure report. 
integrity and in accordance with all federal, state, and local laws 
and regulations to which its business activities are subject. 
Corporate Comp l i ance Po l icy Statement 2 :  
All BCBSF directors, officers, and employees must conduct 
business ethically and in compliance with all applicable laws. 
The responsibility for ensuring compliance lies with 
management. All employees' performance reviews will contain 
language that facilitates commitment to appropriate compliance 
education and training and operational performance. 
Corporate Comp l i ance Pol i cy Statement 3 : 
It is the long-standing policy of BCBSF to prevent the 
occurrence of unethical or unlawful behavior, to halt such 
behavior as soon as reasonably possible after its discovery, to 
discipline employees who violate BCBSF policies, including 
individuals responsible for the failure to report or detect a 
violation, and to implement any changes in policy and procedure 
necessary to prevent recurrences of a violation. 
Disciplinary actions taken will be on a fair and equitable 
basis and in keeping with established disciplinary policies. 
Corporate Comp l i a nce Pol icy Statement 4: 
BCBSF is committed to establishing an environment that 
encourages and allows employees to seek and receive prompt 
guidance about any questions they have concerning the 
Compass Program TM or what constitutes a violation of the 
Program or any local, state or federal law, rule or regulation. 
Corporate Comp l i ance Po l icy Statement 5: 
The compliance program will address the unique 
requirements of our contracts for programs sponsored by 
the federal government contracts such as Medicare+Choice 
and FEP. 
Corporate Compl ia nce Pol icy Statem ent 6: 
The Audit and Compliance Committee (the " Compliance 
Committee ")  of the Board of Directors is responsible for high 
level oversight of BCBSF's compliance program. 
The Compliance Officer shall have direct access to the 
Compliance Committee of the Board at any time and shall 
provide reports at least annually to the Committee with respect 
to the Compass Program™ . 
Corporate Comp l i a nce Po l icy Statement 7 :  
All directors, employees, providers, applicable vendors, 
agents and contractors will be appropriately educated on the 
Compass Program™ and specific operating procedures to 
establish an appropriate understanding of compliance 
requirements. BCBSF will also establish on-going monitoring 
and reporting processes that meet BCBSF and applicable 
regulatory requirements. 
Corporate Comp l i ance Pol i cy Statement 8: 
Each functional/operational area's policies and procedures 
will be appropriately aligned with the Corporate Compliance 
Policy. 
4. AUTHORITY 
The Corporate Compliance Officer has overall responsibility 
for Corporate Compliance policy development, awareness 
education, and monitoring through the Corporate Compliance 
Division. 
5. RESPONSIBILITIES 
The Corporate Compliance Officer is designated to serve as 
a facilitator and the focal point for BCBSF's compliance program. 
The Corporate Compliance officer is responsible for the 
compliance program design, awareness, consistency, education, 
and overall compliance monitoring and evaluation. The Human 
Resources, Legal Affairs, Internal Audit and Compliance 
Divisions will assist the Corporate Compliance Officer in fulfilling 
this accountability. 
The Audit and Compliance Committee of the BCBSF Board 
of Directors will have responsibility for monitoring and approving 
any significant modifications to the Compass Program TM . 
The Corporate Compliance Department, in partnership with 
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Legal Affairs, will be responsible for communication of changes 
to laws, regulations and or compliance requirements to include 
coordination with an appropriate cross functional team to ensure 
that impacted functional area(s) understand the implications of 
the new information; make required changes to processes, 
internal controls, monitoring, evaluation and improvement 
activities; perform training; and document compliance. 
The Regulatory Affairs Department (within the Legal Affairs 
Division) has accountability for communication with regulatory 
agencies on issues relating to BCBSF's compliance. 
Management will be responsible for: 
• Ensuring their respective area is performing its 
compliance responsibilities according to the 
applicable requirements; 
• Operational management of the compliance process 
and program components; 
• Developing and maintaining the appropriate written 
policies and procedures for their area of accountability 
which incorporate compliance with requirements; 
• Having internal controls in place for all affected 
business processes and effective monitoring, 
evaluation and improvement of all business 
processes; 
• Periodic training on internal processes related to 
functional responsibilities which include review of 
applicable regulatory requirements, their relationship 
to the functional areas' responsibilities including 
SOPs, desk procedures, internal controls and 
individual avoidance of unlawful or unethical 
occurrences; 
• Compliance training for all employees when there are 
changes to laws, regulations and accreditation or 
compliance requirements which impact the area's 
responsibilities; and, 
• Developing and implementing a corrective action plan 
at the direction of Corporate Compliance. 
All BCBSF directors, officers, and employees are 
responsible for reporting to the Compliance Officer any activity 
that it is believed, in good faith, may violate this policy. 
6. DEFINITIONS 
Compass Program TM - BC BS F's business conduct program 
which provides basic guidance on the principal ethical and legal 
rules to be followed by all officers, directors and employees 
when conducting company business. 
Contractor - employees of independent contractors that work 
onsite at BCBSF locations. 
Vendor - an organization providing services or products to 
BCBSF which is not a Provider of health care services to groups 
or subscribers/members. Vendors do not include hospitals, 
physicians, or other similar providers. 
7 .  POLICY COMPLIANCE 
All employees are required to comply with the Corporate 
Compliance Policy. 
The Corporate Compliance Department has overall 
accountability for facilitating management's compliance with 
the Corporate Compliance policy. 
8. MONITORING, EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT 
Early identification of problems and improvement 
opportunities correction will be facilitated by: 
• Tracking and trending of suspected violations. 
• Scheduled and random internal and external auditing. 
• Corporate compliance program design and function will 
be assessed through intermittent benchmarking against 
other organizations' regulatory Compliance Programs. 
II. Policies (Continued) 
C. POLICIES GOVERNING BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS 
AND TRANSACTIONS 
1 . RECEIPTS OF GIFTS, GRATUTITES OR FAVORS, 
INCLUDING ENTERTAINMENT 
BCBSF employees and members of their families may not 
solicit or accept money under any circumstances from firms or 
individuals who are conducting or would like to conduct 
business with or who are competitors of BCBSF. In addition, 
BCBSF employees and members of their families may not 
accept from such firms or individuals nonmonetary gifts that 
could be reasonably construed to be connected with BCBSF's 
business relationship with that firm or individual. Gifts include 
not only material goods, but services, entertainment, 
promotional premiums on personal purchases of goods or 
services, advertising or promotional materials, gratuities, or any 
other personal benefit or favor of any kind. 
This does not prohibit the acceptance of gifts of nominal or 
minor value which are of such a nature as to indicate they are 
merely tokens of respect or friendship and are not related to an\ 
particular transaction or which are customarily offered to others 
having a similar relationship with the firm or individual. 
For example, unless a specific law or regulation provides 
otherwise, a BCBSF employee can generally accept inexpensivE 
advertising and promotional gifts or items, business meals 
and/or other appropriate, infrequent forms of entertainment. 
A BCBSF employee cannot, however, accept any such item as E 
condition of conducting business with that supplier or customer 
or in exchange for providing preferential treatment to that client 
or customer. For example, a BCBSF employee cannot receive 
payments or gifts from a provider in exchange for supplying 
confidential information or providing preferential treatment. 
If a BCBSF employee has any doubts about a particular 
situation, the employee should consult his or her supervisor, the 
Legal Affairs Division, or the Compliance Office before 


















































































I I .  Policies (Continued) 
B. POLICIES GOVERNING PROTECTION OF COMPANY 
ASSETS AND INFORMATION 
Each BCBSF employee has a duty to the Company to act 
for the Company's welfare, protect its assets, and be 
committed to it. 
1 .  CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
BCBSF employees must avoid situations where their 
personal interests could conflict, or reasonably appear to 
conflict, with the interests of BCBSF. A conflict of interest 
occurs whenever there is the potential an employee will permit 
the prospect of direct or indirect personal gain to improperly 
influence his judgment or actions in the conduct of Company 
business. 
Thus, direct or indirect participation by an employee or a 
member of the employee's immediate family in any 
arrangement, agreement, investment, employment, 
consultation, contract, or other activity which could result in 
personal benefit at the expense of BCBSF's interest must be 
avoided. In addition, employee relationships with other 
business entities, which raise questions as to whether the 
employee can act solely and totally in the best interests of 
BCBSF, must be avoided. 
With the growth in two-career families and expansion in 
the industry, a BCBSF employee may be confronted with the 
situation where his or her spouse or significant other, another 
member of the employee's immediate family, or someone close 
to the employee is a competitor, supplier, provider of medical 
services or products to BCBSF or employed by a business 
partner, competitor, provider or supplier to BCBSF. 
The closeness of the relationship might lead an employee to 
inadvertently compromise BCBSF's interests. A situation, 
however harmless it may appear to the employee, could raise 
suspicion among associates or outsiders that might affect 
working relationships. The very appearance of a conflict of 
interest can create problems regardless of the behavior or 
intentions of the BCBSF employee. 
While it is impossible to list every possible conflict of 
interest, the following situations are considered to have the 
potential of being a conflict of interest: 
• An individual takes a leadership or fiduciary position 
in an organization that currently competes with or is 
a potential competitor of BCBSF or one of its 
subsidiaries or affiliates. 
• An employee enters into a business relationship with 
another person or business entity which may cause 
the employee to disclose information that is 
considered confidential or proprietary to BCBSF, its 
subsidiaries or affiliates. 
• An employee becomes involved in another business 
relationship which requires such personal time or 
commitment that the performance of the employee's 
duties to BCBSF suffers. 
• An employee enters into a business relationship with 
any person or business entity providing services to 
BCBSF, its subsidiaries or affiliates, or its contract 
holders, such as a hospital, a physician, or a vendor. 
• An employee or member of his/her family accepts 
gifts, excessive or unusual entertainment, or other 
favors from any person or firm which does, or is 
seeking to do business with, or is a competitor of, 
BCBSF under circumstances from which it might be 
inferred that such action was intended to influence 
the individual in the performance of his or her duties. 
This does not preclude the acceptance of items of 
nominal or minor value which are of such a nature as 
to indicate they are merely tokens of respect or 
friendship and not related to any particular transaction. 
All employees have an ongoing affirmative duty to 
bring to the attention of their supervisor, the Human 
Resources Employee Relations Department, the Legal 
Affairs Division, the Compliance Office or the 
Compass™ Helpline at (904) 905-6300 
Government, and under most circumstances, by government 
contractors, such as BCBSF, performing certain contract 
functions requiring access to PIMI. The records covered under 
the Privacy Act are any item, collection or grouping of 
information about a U.S. Citizen or lawfully-admitted permanent 
resident that is retrievable by using the person's name, social 
security number, or any other personal identifier whether stored 
in computers or in paper files. Such records can be released 
only to properly authorized persons or institutions. For instance, 
it is a violation of the Act to release beneficiary information to a 
family of that beneficiary without the appropriate written 
authorization from the beneficiary or the legally appointed 
representative of that beneficiary. 
The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is designed to give 
members of the public access to agency records or information 
unless such records or information fall within certain exclusions. 
Freedom of Information Act requests must be in writing and 
must state the information is being requested under the 
Freedom of Information Act. As soon as you receive such an 
FOIA request, you must contact the BCBSF Legal Affairs 
Division. Only certain individuals are authorized to respond to 
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employees must not use, or pass on to others to use, such 
inside information in trading in a Company's  securities. 
BCBSF employees also are prohibited from self-dealing, that 
is, using information gained through their employment at BCBSF 
to their own benefit. BCBSF employees also are prohibited 
from using such information to benefit someone outside the 
Company. This is true even if an employee leaves the 
Company. The information belongs to the Company, and not to 
any individual. 
h .  Government a nd Com petitive I nformation 
BCBSF employees are prohibited from attempting to obtain, 
from any source, government information that is procurement­
sensitive or any information of a competitor in a government 
procurement where there is reason to believe that the release 
or receipt of such information is unauthorized. Federal 
procurement integrity law specifically prohibits competing 
companies from soliciting or obtaining proprietary or source 
selection information during the conduct of a procurement. 
Proprietary information under the federal procurement integrity 
law is information included by a particular Company in a bid or 
proposal and marked as proprietary. Source selection 
information is information originated by the government to 
conduct a particular procurement. Any BCBSF employee who 
has questions concerning the procurement integrity law should 
consult with the Legal Affairs Division or the Compliance Office. 
i. The Privacy Act and  the Freedom of I nformation Act 
The Privacy and Freedom of Information Acts apply to us 
in different ways and, always, great care should be taken when 
responding to requests for information about our providers, 
beneficiaries and other aspects of our government contract 
business. 
The Privacy Act prohibits disclosure of personally identifiable 
information maintained by the Executive Branch of the Federal 
(non- Jacksonville employees may call 1-800-477-3736, 
ext. 56300) any situation which may create an actual or 
potential conflict. 
Any employee who is in doubt regarding 
whether a situation creates an actual or potential 
conflict is required to bring the situation to the attention 
of his/her supervisor. The employee's supervisor shall 
consult with the Human Resources Employee Relations 
Department, the Legal Affairs Division or the 
Compliance Office to assess the nature and extent of 
any concern and how it should be resolved. Should a 
determination be made that an employee's  activity 
poses a potential conflict of interest, the Compliance 
Office must be consulted to determine the appropriate 
action to be taken, including the possibility of the 
employee removing or recusing himself/herself from 
the BCBSF activity which poses the conflict. 
All officers, exempt-level employees and all non­
exempt employees in certain specified jobs to be 
designated by management, are required , upon hire and 
on an annual basis, to complete and sign a Conflict of 
Interest Disclosure Statement. Members of BCBSF's 
Board of Directors also are required, upon election to 
the Board and on an annual basis, to complete and sign 
a Conflict of Interest Disclosure Statement. 
See Conflict of Interest Policy, Human Resources Policy 
No.4.11, in the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and 
Procedures Manual. 
2. USE OF COMPANY FUNDS AND ASSETS 
BCBSF assets are to be used solely for the benefit of the 
Company. BCBSF employees are responsible for assuring that 
Company assets are used only for valid Company purposes. 
Company assets include equipment, inventory, corporate funds, 
supplies, corporate data, concepts, business strategies and 
plans, financial data, and other information about BCBSF's 
business. These assets may not be used to provide personal 
gain for BCBSF employees or others. BCBSF employees may 
not transfer any Company assets to other persons or entities, 
except as required in the ordinary course of business. 
a. Solicitation and/o r  Distribution of Literatu re 
To prevent disruption of business activities, to minimize 
distractions for all employees, and to preserve Company 
security and confidentiality, distribution of literature or 
solicitation of funds by employees and non-employees is 
prohibited in accordance with the following: 
• Solicitation and/or distribution of literature by non­
employees on Company property is prohibited at all 
times. 
• Solicitation by employees on Company property 
during work time is prohibited. 
• Distribution of l iterature by employees is prohibited 
within working areas at all times, within non-working 
areas during the employees' working time and within 
public lobbies whenever such lobbies are open to 
the public. 
See BCBSF Standard of Conduct Policy, Human Resources 
Policy No.4.1, in the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and 
Procedures Manual. 
3. PROPER ACCOUNTING 
BCBSF maintains a system of internal controls that it 
believes provides reasonable assurance that transactions are 
executed in accordance with management's authorization and 
are properly recorded in accordance with appropriate accounting 
procedures. The system is characterized by a control-oriented 
environment, which includes written policies and procedures 
and examination by a professional staff of internal and external 
auditors. All BCBSF employees are expected to adhere to these 
policies and to cooperate fully with BCBSF internal and external 
auditors. 
All Company payments and other transactions must be 
properly authorized by management and be accurately and 
completely recorded on BCBSF's books and records in 
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accordance with generally accepted accounting policies. 
Employees may not make any false, incomplete or misleading 
entries. No undisclosed or unrecorded corporate funds shall be 
established for any purpose. Company funds should not be 
placed in any personal or noncorporate account. All corporate 
assets must be properly protected and asset records regularly 
compared with actual assets with proper action taken to 
reconcile any variances. 
See BCBSF Standard of Conduct Policy Human Resources 
Policy No. 4.1 , in the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and 
Procedures Manual; BCBSF Corporate Disbursement Policy 
Corporate Policy No.2.1 0, and BCBSF Petty Cash Policy 
Corporate Policy No.2.25, in the BCBSF Corporate Policies and 
Procedures Manual. 
4. SAFEGUARDING INFORMATION GAINED AS AN 
EMPLOYEE OF BCBSF 
a . Confidential and  Propr ieta ry I nformation 
During and subsequent to their employment with BCBSF, 
BCBSF employees must appropriately safeguard the Company's 
proprietary and confidential i nformation. Confidential or 
proprietary information of BCBSF includes any information 
which is not generally disclosed and which is  useful or helpful to 
the Company and/or which would be useful or helpful to 
competitors of the Company. Confidential information of BCBSF 
includes any sensitive or classified information to which an 
employee may gain access solely by virtue of his or her 
employment with BCBSF. Proprietary information includes 
information in which BCBSF has an ownership interest; this 
information relates to unique ideas or data generated from 
within the organization to help determine the course of decision 
making by BCBSF. 
Examples of confidential or proprietary information include, 
but are not limited to: 
• Information about subscribers, for example, 
confidential patient identifiable medical information; 
• Information obtained from legal, personnel, or medical 
files; 
• Company planning and budgeting information; 
• Information regarding insurance claims; 
• Corporate negotiations of any nature, including 
proposed acquisitions or dispositions; 
• Marketing and sales information which reveals the 
Company's marketing strategies; 
• Information or marketing decisions with respect to 
particular offerings, or information that reveals the 
Company's assessment of the marketplace; 
• Data processing software, computer programs and/or 
processing techniques; 
• Trade secrets; 
• Information which could aid others' fraud or misuse 
of the Company's products or services, or invasion of 
privacy; 
• Research information and/or data which would be of 
commercial value to others; or, 
• Provider contracts and pricing arrangements. 
Any employee who has a question as to whether a 
particular matter or information is confidential or proprietary 
should contact his or her supervisor or the Legal Affairs Division. 
b. Basic G u idel i nes Rega rd ing  Proprieta ry and 
Confidenti a l  I nformation 
Basic guidelines regarding BCBSF's proprietary and 
confidential information are: 
1 .  Any Company proprietary or confidential information to 
which BCBSF employees may have access should be discussed 
with others within the Company only when employees need to 
know the information for purposes of Company business. 
2. Disclosure of BCBSF proprietary or confidential 
information to any individual or group outside the Company or 
its subsidiaries, other than marketing information ordinarily 
provided to our customers and proprietary or confidential 
information provided to third parties (who need the information 
& 
to provide services to BCBSF) or who are authorized to receive 
the information, should occur only after consultation with the 
Legal Affairs Division. When proprietary or confidential 
information is provided to third parties who need the 
information to provide services to BCBSF, written confidentiality 
notices or agreements should be used whenever possible. 
3. BCBSF employees must always be alert to inadvertent 
disclosures which may arise in either social conversations or in 
normal business relations with personnel outside the Company. 
An example of such contact is a questionnaire that BCBSF 
receives from a consulting firm, trade association, competitor or 
another Blue Cross and Blue Shield Company which requests 
confidential or proprietary information. In these cases, please 
consult Management or the Corporate Compliance Department. 
See BCBSF Confidential and Proprietary Information Policy 
Human Resources Policy No. 4. 1 0, in the BCBSF Human 
Resources Policies and Procedures Manual ; Release of Patient­
Identifiable Medical Information (PIMI) Policy, Corporate Policy 
No.1 .23, and BCBSF Corporate Data Policy No. 5.1 , in the 
BCBSF Corporate Policies and Procedures Manual. 
c. Pat ient Identifiable Medica l  I nformation 
Special rules govern the release of patient identifiable 
medical information (PIMI) to persons outside the Company. 
The Director of Internal Audit and the Appropriate Senior 
Management, in consultation with the Legal Affairs Division, 
may grant approval to release PIMI to persons outside the 
Company. The recipient of PIMI must sign appropriate 
indemnification and nondisclosure agreements approved by 
the Director of Internal Audit. 
PIMI may be released to any person or entity outside 
BCBSF provided patient consent to the release of PIMI to an 
external entity has been received by BCBSF in such form and 
substance as is acceptable to the Director of Internal Audit and 










confidential patient identifiable medical information; 
• Information obtained from legal, personnel, or medical 
files; 
• Company planning and budgeting information; 
• Information regarding insurance claims; 
• Corporate negotiations of any nature, including 
proposed acquisitions or dispositions; 
• Marketing and sales information which reveals the 
Company's marketing strategies; 
• Information or marketing decisions with respect to 
particular offerings, or information that reveals the 
Company's assessment of the marketplace; 
• Data processing software, computer programs and/or 
processing techniques; 
• Trade secrets; 
• Information which could aid others' fraud or misuse 
of the Company's products or services, or invasion of 
privacy; 
• Research information and/or data which would be of 
commercial value to others; or, 
• Provider contracts and pricing arrangements. 
Any employee who has a question as to whether a 
particular matter or information is confidential or proprietary 
should contact his or her supervisor or the Legal Affairs Division. 
b. Basic G u ide l i nes Regard ing  Proprieta ry a nd 
Confidentia l  I nformation 
Basic guidelines regarding BCBSF's proprietary and 
confidential information are: 
1. Any Company proprietary or confidential information to 
which BCBSF employees may have access should be discussed 
with others within the Company only when employees need to 
know the information for purposes of Company business. 
2. Disclosure of BCBSF proprietary or confidential 
information to any individual or group outside the Company or 
its subsidiaries, other than marketing information ordinarily 
provided to our customers and proprietary or confidential 
information provided to third parties (who need the information 
to provide services to BCBSF) or who are authorized to receive 
the information, should occur only after consultation with the 
Legal Affairs Division. When proprietary or confidential 
information is provided to third parties who need the 
information to provide services to BCBSF, written confidentiality 
notices or agreements should be used whenever possible. 
3. BCBSF employees must always be alert to inadvertent 
disclosures which may arise in either social conversations or in 
normal business relations with personnel outside the Company. 
An example of such contact is  a questionnaire that BCBSF 
receives from a consulting firm, trade association, competitor or 
another Blue Cross and Blue Shield Company which requests 
confidential or proprietary information. In these cases, please 
consult Management or the Corporate Compliance Department. 
See BCBSF Confidential and Proprietary Information Policy 
Human Resources Policy No. 4.10, in the BCBSF Human 
Resources Policies and Procedures Manual; Release of Patient­
Identifiable Medical Information (PIMI) Policy, Corporate Policy 
No.1 .23, and BCBSF Corporate Data Policy No. 5.1, in the 
BCBSF Corporate Policies and Procedures Manual. 
c. Pat ient Identifi ab le  Medica l  I nformation 
Special rules govern the release of patient identifiable 
medical information (PIMI) to persons outside the Company. 
The Director of Internal Audit and the Appropriate Senior 
Management, in consultation with the Legal Affairs Division, 
may grant approval to release PIMI to persons outside the 
Company. The recipient of PIMI must sign appropriate 
indemnification and nondisclosure agreements approved by 
the Di rector of Internal Audit. 
Pl MI may be released to any person or entity outside 
BCBSF provided patient consent to the release of PIMI to an 
external entity has been received by BCBSF in such form and 
substance as is acceptable to the Director of Internal Audit and 
the Corporate Compliance Division. 
See the Release of Patient Identifiable Medical Information 
(PIMI) Corporate Policy No.1.23, in the BCBSF Corporate 
Policies and Procedures Manual. 
d . Com puter Data 
To maintain the maximum protection for BCBSF's 
information and data stored and maintained in computer files, 
the Company must strictly enforce provisions designed to 
safeguard the confidentiality of such information. For example, 
USER ID's and passwords are to be used only by those 
authorized individuals to whom they are assigned. 
Every precaution must be taken to ensure that USER ID's and 
passwords do not become available to unauthorized individuals. 
BCBSF employees who learn of data system security violations 
should report such violations to their supervisors or to the Head 
of Computer Security Administration. Supervisors are to report 
such violations to the Head of Computer Security Administration. 
The Head of Computer Security Administration shall notify the 
Compliance Office and Internal Audit of any such violation which 
may indicate an instance of employee fraud. 
See BCBSF Corporate Data Policy No. 5.1, in the Corporate 
Policies and Procedures Manual. 
e. Specific G u ide l i nes Regard ing  Di rect Req uests for 
I nformation 
If a BCBSF employee receives a request or question from 
outside the Company, he or she should not attempt to respond 
unless he or she normally would do so as part of his or her 
normal assigned job responsibilities. If the BCBSF employee 
has not been assigned responsibility to answer such requests 
or questions as part of his or her job responsibili ties, he or she 
should refer the person to the appropriate source within 
the Company. 
For example, if an employee receives a request for 
information or to conduct an interview from a law enforcement 
officer, the employee should refer the request to the Legal 
Affairs Division. An employee should also refer to the Legal 
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Affairs Division any request from an attorney or agent who 
represents any other party having a potential adverse interest. 
Similarly, unless the employee has been authorized to talk to 
reporters, or to anyone else writing about or otherwise covering 
the Company or the industry, the employee should direct the 
person to the Public Relations Division. If an employee does 
not know to which department the question should be referred, 
the employee should ask his or her supervisor. 
f. Ag reement Regard i n g  Confident ia l  and Proprietary 
I nformation  
All BCBSF employees are required to  sign statements upon 
joining BCBSF and at the termination of their employment with 
BCBSF acknowledging that they understand and will follow the 
Company's policy on confidential and proprietary information, 
including an obligation to keep such information confidential 
after their employment with the Company has ended. 
g . Self-Dea l i ng ;  Use of I nside I nformation 
Occasionally a BCBSF employee may acquire information 
that might benefit him or her personally, a BCBSF competitor or 
some other person. A BCBSF employee might learn of certain 
financial information, for example, or be among the first to learn 
of a strategic business plan, a marketing plan, or other 
significant inside information. A BCBSF employee might also 
have inside information about advertising strategies, proposed 
acquisitions, or the operation of software systems. 
Although BCBSF is not a publicly traded Company, it deals 
with companies which are. It is a violation of the law for any 
person to buy or sell securities of a Company while in 
possession of " inside" information regarding that Company. 
" Inside" information is non-public information to which a 
reasonable person would likely attach significance in 
determining whether to buy or sell securities. BCBSF 
employees must not use, or pass on to others to use, such 
inside information in trading in a Company's  securities. 
BCBSF employees also are prohibited from self-dealing, that 
is, using information gained through their employment at BCBSF 
to their own benefit. BCBSF employees also are prohibited 
from using such information to benefit someone outside the 
Company. This is true even if an employee leaves the 
Company. The information belongs to the Company, and not to 
any individual. 
h .  Government and  Com petit ive I nformation 
BCBSF employees are prohibited from attempting to obtain, 
from any source, government information that is procurement­
sensitive or any information of a competitor in a government 
procurement where there is reason to believe that the release 
or receipt of such information is unauthorized. Federal 
procurement integrity law specifically prohibits competing 
companies from soliciting or obtaining proprietary or source 
selection information during the conduct of a procurement. 
Proprietary information under the federal procurement integrity 
law is information included by a particular Company in a bid or 
proposal and marked as proprietary. Source selection 
information is information originated by the government to 
conduct a particular procurement. Any BCBSF employee who 
has questions concerning the procurement integrity law should 
consult with the Legal Affairs Division or the Compliance Office. 
i .  The Privacy Act and the Freedom of I nformation  Act 
The Privacy and Freedom of Information Acts apply to us 
in different ways and, always, great care should be taken when 
responding to requests for information about our providers, 
beneficiaries and other aspects of our government contract 
business. 
The Privacy Act prohibits disclosure of personally identifiable 
information maintained by the Executive Branch of the Federal 
(non- Jacksonville employees may call 1-800-477-3736, 
ext. 56300) any situation which may create an actual or 
potential conflict. 
Any employee who is in doubt regarding 
whether a situation creates an actual or potential 
conflict is required to bring the situation to the attention 
of his/her supervisor. The employee' s  supervisor shall 
consult with the Human Resources Employee Relations 
Department, the Legal Affairs Division or the 
Compliance Office to assess the nature and extent of 
any concern and how it should be resolved. Should a 
determination be made that an employee's  activity 
poses a potential conflict of interest, the Compliance 
Office must be consulted to determine the appropriate 
action to be taken, including the possibility of the 
employee removing or recusing himself/herself from 
the BCBSF activity which poses the conflict. 
All officers, exempt-level employees and all non­
exempt employees in certain specified jobs to be 
designated by management, are required, upon hire and 
on an annual basis, to complete and sign a Conflict of 
Interest Disclosure Statement. Members of BCBSF's 
Board of Directors also are required, upon election to 
the Board and on an annual basis, to complete and sign 
a Conflict of Interest Disclosure Statement. 
See Conflict of Interest Policy, Human Resources Policy 
No.4.11, in the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and 
Procedures Manual. 
2. USE OF COMPANY FUNDS AND ASSETS 
BCBSF assets are to be used solely for the benefit of the 
Company. BCBSF employees are responsible for assuring that 
Company assets are used only for valid Company purposes. 
Company assets include equipment, inventory, corporate funds, 
supplies, corporate data, concepts, business strategies and 
plans, financial data, and other information about BCBSF's 
business. These assets may not be used to provide personal 
l it 
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interest can create problems regardless of the behavior or 
intentions of the BCBSF employee. 
While it is impossible to l ist every possible conflict of 
interest. the following situations are considered to have the 
potential of being a conflict of interest: 
• An individual takes a leadership or fiduciary position 
in an organization that currently competes with or is 
a potential competitor of BCBSF or one of its 
subsidiaries or affiliates. 
• An employee enters into a business relationship with 
another person or business entity which may cause 
the employee to disclose information that is 
considered confidential or proprietary to BCBSF, its 
subsidiaries or affiliates. 
• An employee becomes involved in another business 
relationship which requires such personal time or 
commitment that the performance of the employee's 
duties to BCBSF suffers. 
• An employee enters into a business relationship with 
any person or business entity providing services to 
BCBSF, its subsidiaries or affiliates, or its contract 
holders, such as a hospital, a physician, or a vendor. 
• An employee or member of his/her family accepts 
gifts, excessive or unusual entertainment, or other 
favors from any person or firm which does, or is 
seeking to do business with, or is a competitor of, 
BCBSF under circumstances from which it might be 
inferred that such action was intended to influence 
the individual in the performance of his or her duties. 
This does not preclude the acceptance of items of 
nominal or minor value which are of such a nature as 
to indicate they are merely tokens of respect or 
friendship and not related to any particular transaction. 
All employees have an ongoing affirmative duty to 
bring to the attention of their supervisor, the Human 
Resources Employee Relations Department, the Legal 
Affairs Division, the Compliance Office or the 
Compass™ Helpline at (904) 905-6300 
Government, and under most circumstances, by government 
contractors, such as BCBSF, performing certain contract 
functions requiring access to PIMI. The records covered under 
the Privacy Act are any item, collection or grouping of 
information about a U.S. Citizen or lawful ly-admitted permanent 
resident that is retrievable by using the person's name, social 
security number, or any other personal identifier whether stored 
in computers or in paper fi les. Such records can be released 
only to properly authorized persons or institutions. For instance, 
it is a violation of the Act to release beneficiary information to a 
family of that beneficiary without the appropriate written 
authorization from the beneficiary or the legally appointed 
representative of that beneficiary. 
The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is designed to give 
members of the public access to agency records or information 
unless such records or information fall within certain exclusions. 
Freedom of Information Act requests must be in writing and 
must state the information is being requested under the 
Freedom of Information Act. As soon as you receive such an 
FOIA request, you must contact the BCBSF Legal Affairs 
Division. Only certain individuals are authorized to respond to 














All BCBSF directors, officers, and employees are 
responsible for reporting to the Compliance Officer any activity 
that it is believed, in good faith, may violate this policy. 
6. DEFINITIONS 
Compass Program TM - BCBSF's business conduct program 
which provides basic guidance on the principal ethical and legal 
rules to be followed by all officers, directors and employees 
when conducting company business. 
Contractor - employees of independent contractors that work 
onsite at BCBSF locations. 
Vendor - an organization providing services or products to 
BCBSF which is not a Provider of health care services to groups 
or subscribers/members. Vendors do not include hospitals, 
physicians, or other similar providers. 
7. POLICY COMPLIANCE 
All employees are required to comply with the Corporate 
Compliance Policy. 
The Corporate Compliance Department has overall 
accountability for facilitating management's compliance with 
the Corporate Compliance policy. 
8. MONITORING, EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT 
Early identification of problems and improvement 
opportunities correction will be facilitated by: 
• Tracking and trending of suspected violations. 
• Scheduled and random internal and external auditing. 
• Corporate compliance program design and function will 
be assessed through intermittent benchmarking against 
other organizations' regulatory Compliance Programs. 
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C. POLICIES GOVERNING BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS 
AND TRANSACTIONS 
1 . RECEIPTS OF GIFTS, GRATUTITES OR FAVORS, 
INCLUDING ENTERTAINMENT 
BCBSF employees and members of their families may not 
solicit or accept money under any circumstances from firms or 
individuals who are conducting or would like to conduct 
business with or who are competitors of BCBSF. In addition, 
BCBSF employees and members of their families may not 
accept from such firms or individuals nonmonetary gifts that 
could be reasonably construed to be connected with BCBSF's 
business relationship with that firm or individual. Gifts include 
not only material goods, but services, entertainment, 
promotional premiums on personal purchases of goods or 
services, advertising or promotional materials, gratuities, or any 
other personal benefit or favor of any kind. 
This does not prohibit the acceptance of gifts of nominal or 
minor value which are of such a nature as to indicate they are 
merely tokens of respect or friendship and are not related to any 
particular transaction or which are customarily offered to others 
having a similar relationship with the firm or individual. 
For example, unless a specific law or regulation provides 
otherwise, a BCBSF employee can generally accept inexpensive 
advertising and promotional gifts or items, business meals 
and/or other appropriate, infrequent forms of entertainment. 
A BCBSF employee cannot, however, accept any such item as a 
condition of conducting business with that supplier or customer 
or in exchange for providing preferential treatment to that client 
or customer. For example, a BCBSF employee cannot receive 
payments or gifts from a provider in exchange for supplying 
confidential information or providing preferential treatment. 
If a BCBSF employee has any doubts about a particular 
situation, the employee should consult his or her supervisor, the 
Legal Affairs Division, or the Compliance Office before 
accepting any money, gift, gratuity, favor or entertainment. 
If a BCBSF employee is offered money or gifts, or if a gift 
arrives at either an employee 's home or office, the BCBSF 
employee should inform his or her supervisor immediately. 
Appropriate arrangements will be made to return or dispose 
of the item, and the supplier or customer will be informed or 
reminded of BCBSF's gift policy. 
See BCBSF Conflict of Interest Policy, Human Resources 
Policy No. 4.11, and BCBSF Standard of Conduct Policy, Human 
Resources Policy No. 4.1, in the BCBSF Human Resources 
Policies and Procedures Manual, and BCBSF Procurement of 
Goods/Services, Sale of Furniture/Equipment Policy, Corporate 
Policy No. 4.2, in the BCBSF Corporate Policies and Procedures 
Manual. 
2. OFFERING OF BRIBES, KICKBACKS, GIFTS OR 
GRATUITIES, INCLUDING ENTERTAINMENT, 
IN BUSINESS DEALINGS 
BCBSF employees are prohibited from offering to give or 
provide any bribe, kickback, or other valuable consideration to 
anyone, including customers or members of their family, 
in connection with the sale of any BCBSF insurance policy, 
product or service, or in order to obtain preferential treatment, to 
secure or retain business or otherwise solicit some improper 
benefit personally or for the Company. Should any such 
payments be requested, the Legal Affairs Division or the 
Compliance Office should be contacted immediately in order 
to protect the Company and employee. Company policy is to 
forego any business which can only be obtained by improper 
or illegal payments. It is entirely appropriate, however, to pay a 
commission to agents on insurance products sold through or 
by them. 
BCBSF employees must not use gifts or excessive 
entertainment to improperly influence potential customers. 
BCBSF employees must market the Company's coverage plans, 
products and services on the basis of price, quality and service. 
In both commercial and governmental activities, certain 
common sense exceptions apply to the general prohibition on 
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providing gifts or entertainment. For example, unless some 
specific law or regulation provides otherwise, an employee can 
generally provide inexpensive advertising and promotional gifts 
or items valued at not more than $25, a business meal and/or 
other appropriate, infrequent forms of entertainment. 
Certain federal, state and local governments and 
government agencies prohibit even nominal considerations. 
Standards for dealing with government employees, who 
represent government entities, including those who are 
customers of or who contract with BCBSF, are described in the 
next section. 
3. GRATUITIES AND GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 
BCBSF employees must not offer things of value that could 
be considered a bribe, or give the impression of bribing any 
public employee by offering or promising anything of value with 
the intent to influence any official act or because of the public 
employee's official position . Public employees include all 
employees of any federal, state or local government entity, 
whether that entity regulates BCBSF or purchases coverage 
plans or other products or services from BCBSF. For example, 
school boards and public hospitals which purchase coverage 
plans/policies from BCBSF are government entities, as are the 
Health Care Finance Administration (HCFA), Office of Personnel 
Management (OPM) and other federal agencies. 
It is the policy of BCBSF to treat the government in a fair 
manner and in accordance with all applicable laws and 
regulations. BCBSF believes that government decisions should 
be made on the merits of BCBSF products and service, our 
record of superior performance, and the strength of our 
arguments - not as a result of any real or perceived unfair or 
illegal advantage. There are very strict rules applicable to 
offering business courtesies, gifts, and entertainment to officials 
in the executive agencies of the federal government. 
These include personnel with the Department of Health and 
Human Services - including the Health Care Finance 
Administration and the Office of the Inspector General -
The Office of Personnel Management, the Internal Revenue 
Service, and all other federal agencies. These rules apply even 
if the purpose of offering the gift is neither to secure favorable 
treatment nor to influence government decision making. 
a .  Lobbying Expenditu res 
Certain expenditures made in connection with lobbying, 
however, are normal and legally permissible. It is generally 
permissible to provide meals, refreshment and entertainment to 
legislative branch government officials if such expenditures are 
modest in nature. Federal, state and local laws, however, 
impose varying monetary limitations as well as reporting 
requirements on even modest expenditures made to public 
employees. 
Even employees who are not lobbyists may incur expenses 
that are considered reportable lobbying expenditures. A few 
examples of expenses which a BCBSF employee may incur that 
might be considered reportable lobbying expenditures include: 
• Buying a meal or beverage for a state employee or 
elected official; 
• Providing transportation to a state employee or 
elected official; and 
• Giving a gift of tickets to an athletic, artistic, cultural or 
musical event to a state employee or elected official. 
BCBSF employees who deal with government employees 
or elected officials and who incur these types of expenses while 
acting within the scope of their employment at BCBSF, should 
consult with the Legal Affairs Division or the Compliance Office 
to determine what expenditures are acceptable and what 
expenses must be reported. Further, for reportable expenses, 
special care must be taken to ensure that adequate records 
have been kept and that such expenditures are included in 
BCBSF's lobbying expenditure report. 
integrity and in accordance with all federal, state, and local laws 
and regulations to which its business activities are subject. 
Corporate Compl ia nce Pol icy Statement 2 :  
All BCBSF directors, officers, and employees must conduct 
business ethically and in compliance with all applicable laws. 
The responsibility for ensuring compliance lies with 
management. All employees' performance reviews will contain 
language that facilitates commitment to appropriate compliance 
education and training and operational performance. 
Corporate Com pl iance Policy Statement 3 :  
I t  is  the long-standing policy of  BCBSF to prevent the 
occurrence of unethical or unlawful behavior, to halt such 
behavior as soon as reasonably possible after its discovery, to 
discipline employees who violate BCBSF policies, including 
individuals responsible for the failure to report or detect a 
violation, and to implement any changes in policy and procedure 
necessary to prevent recurrences of a violation. 
Disciplinary actions taken will be on a fair and equitable 
basis and in keeping with established disciplinary policies. 
Corporate Com pl iance Pol icy Statement 4: 
BCBSF is committed to establishing an environment that 
encourages and allows employees to seek and receive prompt 
guidance about any questions they have concerning the 
Compass Program TM or what constitutes a violation of the 
Program or any local, state or federal law, rule or regulation. 
Corporate Com plia nce Policy Statement 5 :  
The compliance program will address the unique 
requirements of our contracts for programs sponsored by 
the federal government contracts such as Medicare+Choice 
and FEP. 
Corporate Compl ia nce Policy Statement 6: 
The Audit and Compliance Committee (the " Compliance 
Committee ")  of the Board of Directors is responsible for high 






Service Options, Inc. (FCSO) , the subsidiary created a 
compliance program, Navigator™ , that allows FCSO to focus on 
the unique requirements of the traditional Medicare business. 
Similarly, as the requirements have changed for the 
government programs administered by BCBSF, it has become 
necessary to formally enhance the state and federal regulatory 
compliance aspects of the Compass Program™. For example, 
the Balanced Budget Act (BBA) of 1997 established a new Part 
C of Medicare, known as the Medicare+Choice (M+C) program. 
Effective January 1, 1999, BCBSF's subsidiary, Health Options, 
Inc. (limited to certain counties), began participating in the M+C 
program with the Medicare HMO product -Medicare & More. 
There are numerous federal statutes and regulations governing 
the M+C program, including the requirement to have a formal 
compliance plan containing certain elements. This requirement 
led to the incorporation of the M+C compliance program into 
the Compass Program™. 
2. SCOPE 
Ethical business conduct and compliance with applicable 
legal requirements (including federal and state laws/regulations, 
as well as related accreditation requirements) is the 
responsibility of all officers, directors, and employees of BCBSF. 
BCBSF subsidiaries and BCBSF political action committees 
must comply with BCBSF's Compass Program™. In addition, all 
contractors, agents, providers and vendors associated with 
BCBSF are expected to abide by the policies and procedures 
that are applicable to them. 
3. POLICY 
Corporate Comp l iance Po l icy Statement 1 :  
BCBSF is committed to conducting its business with 
b. Monetary Li m itat ions on G ifts and G ratu ities to 
Gove rn ment E mp l oyees, i nc lud ing  E nterta i n ment 
The monetary limitations relating to gifts to government 
employees and officials imposed by federal, state and local laws 
and regulations often apply to even modest expenditures. 
For example, Florida gift law prohibits persons from giving, 
directly or indirectly, a gift worth more than $100 to many state 
and local government employees and officials, and requires 
BCBSF to report all gifts worth between $25 and $100 provided 
to these individuals by BCBSF employees in conjunction with 
BCBSF employees' employment responsibilities. Gifts subject 
to these requirements include such items as gifts of tickets to 
an event or performance, or plants and flower arrangements. 
A notable exception to the Florida reporting requirement is food 
or beverage consumed at a single setting or event. 
Federal regulations impose "bright-line" gift restrictions on 
persons giving items of value to federal employees. The 
general direction for dealing with government employees is that 
no BCBSF employee shall give, offer, or discuss offering a gift, 
favor, entertainment, transportation, loan, hospitality, future 
employment with BCBSF, or any other tangible or intangible 
item regardless of value to any employee or representative of 
the United States Government with whom BCBSF has or seeks 
to have any dealings. This rule applies to all federal officials, 
including HCFA, OPM, OFCCA, IRS, etc. Modest refreshments 
not part of a meal, such as coffee and donuts, are permissible 
under the federal rule. (Negotiating prospective employment 
with a federal government employee also may be prohibited.) 
c. General  G u ide l i n es to Fol low before Offer ing a ny G ift 
or  G ratu ity to any  State or  Local  Government 
E m ployee 
Since the rules governing gifts and similar items can differ 
from one state or local government agency and public entity to 
another, before offering any money, entertainment or gift item 
to an employee of a state or local government or other public 
entity, including school boards and public hospitals, BCBSF 
employees must first determine the gift laws or regulations that 
apply to that government or public entity. Generally, this 
information is publicly available from the government or public 
entity's general counsel's office. A BCBSF employee can also 
consult with the Legal Affairs Division or the Compliance Office 
to obtain such information. In addition, if a BCBSF employee 
has any doubts about any situation involving offers of money, 
gifts or entertainment, the employee should consult his or her 
supervisor, the Legal Affairs Division or the Compliance Office 
before offering any such item. 
Violation by individuals of the laws and regulations regarding 
gifts to government employees could result in criminal and civil 
sanctions. Violation by an employee of any portion of this policy 
will result in appropriate disciplinary action up to and including 
termination of employment. 
4. KICKBACKS AND REBATES 
Purchase or sales of BCBSF's coverage plans/policies, 
products and services must not lead to employees or their 
families receiving kickbacks or rebates from BCBSF customers 
or contractors. Kickbacks or rebates can take many forms and 
are not limited to direct cash payments or credits. For example, 
a BCBSF employee cannot accept cash payments from a doctor 
when a subscriber visits that doctor. In addition, group 
purchasing arrangements, discounts, rebates, and warranties 
must comply with applicable "Safe Harbors. " Improper 
practices are not only unethical, but are in many cases illegal. 
There are two anti-kickback statutes, each of which provides 
for severe criminal, civil, and monetary penalties not only for 
individuals who offer kickbacks, but also for the Company and 
involved personnel who solicit or accept such items. 
BCBSF policies regarding the acceptance of gifts, gratuities, 
and entertainment by BCBSF personnel apply with equal force 
to the families of BCBSF personnel. 
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5. OTHER IMPROPER PAYMENTS 
No payments or offer of benefit of any kind other than those 
expressly authorized by BCBSF may be made to customers or 
prospective customers as an inducement for them to buy 
BCBSF products or services. Only inducements expressly 
authorized by BCBSF and available to all customers in similar 
circumstances on an equal basis may be offered by BCBSF or 
its agents. The use of BCBSF funds or assets for any unlawful 
or unethical purpose is prohibited. Any payment which is 
improper when made by a BCBSF employee is likewise 
improper if made by an agent, consultant, or other third party on 
behalf of BCBSF. The making of any payment to a third party for 
any purpose other than that disclosed on the payment 
documentation is prohibited. 
6. EMPLOYMENT OF GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS OR 
EMPLOYEES 
There are very strict laws and regulations that govern 
recruiting and hiring former government personnel. 
The " revolving door" rules not only apply to personnel hired by 
BCBSF but to individuals retained as consultants by the 
Company. A violation of these requirements poses criminal 
and civil risk for BCBSF. The rules in this area are diverse 
and complex. 
BCBSF employees must consult with the Legal Affairs 
Division or the Compliance Office before holding employment 
discussions, negotiating or m aking any arrangement concerning 
prospective employment with any current or former 
government official or employee ( 1 ) where the government 
official or employee in his or her government position has 
participated in a matter involving BCBSF or (2) where the 
government official or employee has been employed by any 
government agency with which BCBSF has a contract or can 
reasonably be expected to submit a proposal for a contract in 
the near future. Employment negotiations or arrangements with 
such government officials may be illegal. 
7. ENTERING INTO CONTRACTS AND CONSULTING 
AGREEMENTS 
All contracts entered into on behalf of BCBSF must be 
executed by Company officers. These officers are responsible 
for ensuring such contracts are consistent with Company 
policies and are, in the officers' best business judgment, in the 
best interest of the Company. In addition, al l contracts entered 
into on behalf of BCBSF must be reviewed and approved by the 
Legal Affairs Division. 
BCBSF hires consultants to produce such things as reports, 
graphics, studies, or customized software. BCBSF's agreements 
with consultants must reflect the independent contractor status 
of the consultant and be approved by the Legal Affairs Division. 
See BCBSF Procurement of Goods/Services, Sale of 
Furniture/Equipment Policy, Corporate Policy No. 4.2, and 
BCBSF Corporate Contracts for Purchase, Lease, Rental and 
Maintenance for Goods/Services and Real Estate, Corporate 
Policy No. 4.50, in the Corporate Policies and Procedures 
Manual. 
8. PROCUREMENT OF GOODS AND SERVICES 
Company policy requires that purchases of goods and 
services will be made on a competitive best value basis and 
will be based on quality, price, service, reliability and other 
reasonable criteria. In some instances, BCBSF purchases goods 
or services from a supplier who also buys coverage plans, 
policies, products or services from BCBSF or its subsidiaries. 
This practice is normal and acceptable, but coercion, express or 
implied, requiring suppliers to buy from BCBSF or related 
entities is not acceptable. Company policy prohibits BCBSF 
employees from placing any pressure or making threats to a 
vendor which imply that the vendor must have BCBSF coverage 
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(P I M I ) Confidentia l ity Committee for protect ing patient 
identifiable medica l  i nformat ion .  The CCC members are senior 
level representatives from impacted functiona l areas .  The CCC 
is accountable for mon itoring progress aga inst the program and 
annua l  p lans,  provid ing commitment of resources to understand 
and resolve compl iance issues, reviewing the status of issues, 
cr it ical i ncident reports, audit f ind ings and potentia l process 
issues for sett ing priorities for process improvements. 
The remain ing fou r  committees incl ude representatives from a l l  
impacted functiona l areas and a re accountable for developing 
specif ic p lans to ensure their  areas are in  compl iance with the 
regu lations, provid ing techn ica l  expertise and advice, eva l uati ng  
regu lations, mak ing  recommendations for process 
improvements, implementing approved recommendations, and 
monitoring and reporting progress aga inst p lans .  
Each Committee has a Charter describ ing the committee 
organ izat ion, membersh ip roles and responsibi l it ies, meet ing 
frequency and re lat ionship/coord i nation with existi ng Boards 
and Committees . 
h . Report ing 
The Corporate Compl iance Department provides for 
Management, the HO I  Board, the Audit and Compl iance 
Committee of the BCBSF Board, and corporate compl iance 
committee members regu larly schedu led reports describ ing the 
progress of the Compl iance Program™ toward meeting its 
estab l ished objectives and goa ls .  
her. Purc hases from suppl iers m ust not be condit ioned on sales 
of BCBSF coverage plans, pol ic ies, products or services through 
the exercise of market power or coercion . 
See BCBSF Procurement of Goods/Services.  Sale of 
Furn itu re/Equ ipment Pol icy Corporate Pol icy No. 4 .2 ,  in BCBSF 's 
Corporate Pol icies and Procedures Manua l .  
9. TRAVEL AND BUSINESS-RELATED EXPENSES 
Bus iness expenses properly i ncurred in perform ing 
Company business must be documented promptly with 
accuracy and completeness on expense reports. Expenses are 
to be reported with in  30 days after return from business trave l .  
Requests for re imbursement of  travel o r  business-related 
expenses are to be approved by the requestor's supervisor or 
the next h igher level of management who has an  authorized 
s ignatu re card on file in the Corporate Payables Department.  
Expenses incurred must have a business purpose, be 
reasonable and necessary for the accompl ishment of the 
business pu rpose, and not be lavish or extravagant. Bus i ness 
mea ls i nvolving potentia l customers or other ind ividua ls externa l  
to  the  Company may not be  charged to  a l i ne  of  busi ness related 
to government contracts i f  considered enterta inment. 
I n  addit ion, the rules for offeri ng g ifts and gratu ities must be 
adhered to . 
See BCBSF Travel and Bus iness Related Expense Pol icy, 
Corporate Pol icy No. 3 . 1 0, and BCBSF Corporate Disbursement 
Pol icy, Corporate Pol icy No .2 . 1 0, i n  the BCBSF Corporate Pol icies 
and Procedures Manual ,  and the Corporate Budget Manua l .  
10. TRANSPORTATION ON BCBSF AIRCRAFT 
With certa in  l im ited exceptions, BCBSF's a i rcraft may be 
used for business purposes on ly, and the use is l im ited to 
d i rectors and officers of the Company and to other employees 
or consu ltants who are authorized by the responsib le corporate 
or operati ng Company officer. U nder no c i rcumstances should 
BCBSF's a i rcraft be made ava i lable for h i re to outs iders . BCBSF's 
a i rcraft shou ld not be made ava i lable to government officia ls ,  
regu lators or candidates for publ ic off ice without the prior 
approva l of the Legal Affa i rs D ivision or the Compl iance Office . 
11. SOFTWARE PIRACY 
BCBSF uses a wide variety of computer software that is  
protected by various software l icens ing agreements and 
copyright laws. Accord ing ly, i t  is aga inst BCBSF pol icy to permit 
the dupl ication and/or use of computer software outside the 
bounds set by the vendor. I t  is  a lso aga inst BCBSF pol icy for 
employees to load personal  software onto their BCBSF personal  
computer (PC) . 
The penalt ies for violating l icens ing agreements which 
prevent the unauthorized use of dupl ication of l icensed software 
a re severe . Employees who violate a l icens ing agreement may 
have personal l iab i l ity. 
The terms of l icens ing agreements va ry, but they usua l ly 
conta in  two points : 
• Employees may not copy or modify software in any 
way without specif ic prior authorization .  
Some vendors a l low copies t o  b e  made for back-up 
purposes. However, i n  those instances, the 
agreement wi l l  expl icitly say so. I f  an  employee has 
any doubt, the employee should assume that the 
reproduction is  proh ibited . 
• Using the same software s imu ltaneously on more 
than one mach ine  is not permitted . It may on ly be 
used on a s ing le mach ine .  
Employees who ma inta i n  mainframe software should be 
fam i l iar  with the terms of the ind ividua l  contracts that  genera l ly 
govern software use on that equipment. The Compl iance Office 
or the Legal Affa i rs D ivis ion can assist employees with any 
questions about complying  with BCBSF pol icy on software 
l icens ing .  
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d. Audits and Monitoring 
Regular, periodic regulatory compliance audits utilizing 
accepted auditing and monitoring techniques are conducted 
internally by qualified auditors who have expertise in Federal 
and State health care statutes, regulations and health care 
program requirements. 
Audit findings, including the identification of areas where 
corrective actions are needed, will be documented in reports 
and presented on a regular basis, but not less than annually, to 
the President, the Corporate Compliance Committee and, when 
applicable, to contracting providers (i.e., compliance findings 
directly related to providers). The reports will be maintained by 
the Corporate Compliance Officer and reviewed with the 
organization's senior management and the Corporate 
Compliance Committee. 
e. Enforcement 
1. BCBSF Expectations of Employees 
Annual employee evaluations will include compliance with 
and support of the Compass Program™ , including attendance at 
education and training sessions, and promotion of and 
adherence to the elements of the compliance program. 
2. Violations and Investigations 
Alleged violations of the Compass Program™ are promptly 
reviewed by the Company's Legal Affairs Division, as 
appropriate, to determine whether a material violation of 
applicable law, rule or program instruction or the requirements 
of the compliance program has occurred, and, if so, steps are 
taken to correct the problem. In certain cases, the Company's 
review will be conducted at the direction of counsel to preserve 
the Company's privileges and for the purpose of obtaining legal 
advice for the Company. 
3. Corrective Actions 
Corrective actions may include modification of policies, 











regulations, comply with such requirements and adhere to the 
principals of honesty, integrity and fairness. All corporate 
officers, directors, managers, employees/contractors will 
participate in a mandatory, initial formal Corporate Compliance 
Program educational session and refresher sessions as 
applicable and certify their attendance and agreement to comply 
with the Compass Program TM . New employees/contractors will 
receive the mandatory education within a reasonable time from 
the date of employment. Education for new employees/ 
contractors whose job responsibilities are directly related to a 
specific risk area or any administrative or operational aspect of 
the Compass Program™ will occur on an accelerated time 
schedule which may require individual versus group education. 
2. Training 
Training on internal processes related to functional 
responsibilities is provided within the functional area by Subject 
Matter Experts (SMEs). The training sessions include review of 
applicable regulatory requirements, their relationship to the 
functional area's responsibilities including Standard Office 
Procedures (SOPs) , desk procedures, internal controls and 
individual avoidance of unlawful or unethical occurrences. 
This training occurs annually for all employees in the area. 
Ad hoc training sessions are held for new employees or when 
there are changes to laws, regulations or compliance 
requirements which impact the area's responsibilities. 
c. Communication 
A communication plan is developed annually to facilitate 
open communication between the Corporate Compliance 
Officer and organization personnel, contractors, vendors, 
providers and enrollees. The communication plan complements 
education and training and identifies communication goals, key 
audiences and key messages. The plan, at a minimum, 
addresses dissemination of compliance information, the 
processes for reporting violations, and the availability of an 
internal company hot line for asking questions and seeking 
clarification. 
See BCBSF Corporate Data Policy No. 5.1, in the BCBSF 
Corporate Policies and Procedures Manual. 
12. ANTITRUST 
BCBSF is committed to complying with all antitrust laws. 
Actions by BCBSF employees must be consistent with antitrust 
laws which are designed to protect competition. The antitrust 
laws prohibit such things as price-fixing, market allocation, 
group boycotts, price discrimination, tying, and monopolization. 
They also require scrutiny of certain mergers and acquisitions. 
One purpose of the antitrust laws is to prevent one business 
from gaining an unfair advantage and forcing other businesses 
out of the marketplace. 
Penalties for antitrust violations can be severe. Violations of 
the federal and state laws may result in criminal as well as civil 
liabil ity. Individual employees can go to jail and/or be sued 
personally for violating antitrust laws. 
BCBSF employees are required to follow this antitrust policy 
to avoid even the appearance of conduct which is violative of 
the antitrust laws. 
a . Documentat ion of Hea lth Care Practices 
In the health care profession, companies impose many 
legitimate restrictions that may affect a provider' s  access to the 
marketplace. Managed care programs are pro-competitive 
because they stimulate competition among providers based on 
cost and quality. 
BCBSF employees involved in policy and decision making 
relating to restrictions that may affect a provider's access to the 
marketplace should consult with the Legal Affairs Division and 
seek its assistance in analyzing the legality of a proposed policy 
or decision and in documenting the basis for the decisions 
made, when such decisions raise antitrust concerns. 
See BCBSF Health Care Program Management Policies and 
Procedures Manual. 
b. Specific R u les a n d  G u ide l i nes 
1. Price-Fixing 
One of the Company's most important decisions is what to 
charge for its coverage plans, products and services. BCBSF 
must make these decisions alone without collaborating with any 
competitor. BCBSF employees must not engage in conduct, 
however innocent, that creates the appearance of price fixing. 
To avoid the possibility of misunderstanding or misinterpretation, 
BCBSF policy is as follows: 
No employee may create or participate in any 
understanding, agreement, plan or scheme with any competitor 
concerning: 
• BCBSF prices or competitors' prices; 
• Price policies; 
• Fees; or, 
• The terms or conditions of sale of any service 
or product. 
It does not matter whether the agreement is expressed or 
implied, formal or informal, oral or written. It is absolutely 
prohibited, and no employee shall enter into such an agreement. 
No employee may exchange information, or consult or 
discuss with competitors, any of the following: 
• Prices; 
• Terms or conditions of sale; or, 
• Any other competitive information. 
BCBSF employees must avoid any conduct that creates the 
slightest perception that they have engaged in price-fixing. 
Many traditional business gatherings are fertile grounds for 
conduct that might be perceived as unlawful. Trade and 
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I I . Policies (Continued) 
professional association meetings, conventions and seminars 
are of particular antitrust concern, for example, because they 
are generally attended by competitors. Employees who attend 
these gatherings may not discuss prices or fees, whether during 
the formal meeting or during the social or entertainment portion 
of the gathering. If such discussions begin, BCBSF employees 
are required to leave immediately and make it clear why they 
are leaving. 
2. Ma rket Al location  and Other Agreements 
Restra i n i ng Trade 
As a general rule, certain types of understandings or 
agreements are suspect. These include agreements not to trade 
with others and agreements not to trade or deal in particular 
territories which are not otherwise authorized by law. (These 
agreements can be distinguished from the situation in which 
BCBSF receives a license from the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Association to offer coverage plans in a limited service area 
uti lizing the Blue Cross and Blue Shield name and trademark.) 
Agreements not to trade with others and not to trade or 
deal in particular territories may be unlawful - whether they are 
written or unwri tten, formal or informal, understood or implied. 
It also does not matter whether they are made with a 
competitor or customer. (Certain federal and state regulations 
lawfully promote awarding business to certain historically 
disadvantaged minority groups.) 
BCBSF employees must consult with the Legal Affairs 
Division or the Compliance Office before entering into any 
agreement not to trade with others and not to trade or deal in 
particular territories. 
1 3. ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION OF BCBSF 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
All BCBSF advertising must be reviewed by the Legal 
Affairs Division and the Corporate Advertising and Market 
Communications Department. In addition, for Medicare 
managed care products, review and approval must also be 
obtained from the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA). 
BCBSF advertising should always be truthful and BCBSF 
employees/agents must not make misrepresentations to 
anyone. If BCBSF employees make specific claims about the 
Company's coverage plans, products or services, they should 
have a good faith basis for those claims. Coverage plans, 
products or services should not be marketed in any way that 
might cause confusion between BCBSF coverage plans, 
products or services and those of competitors. If a BCBSF 
employee believes that a customer or potential customer may 
have misunderstood him or her, the employee must promptly 
correct any misunderstanding. Similarly, BCBSF employees 
should be alert to any situation where a competitor may be 
attempting to mislead potential customers and inform thei r 
supervisor or the Legal Affairs Division of any such cases. 
BCBSF employees should not disparage any of the 
products, services or employees of any competitor. i f  BCBSF 
employees do compare BCBSF coverage plans, products or 
services against those of competitors, such comparisons should 
be fair. Comparative advertising is subject to regulation and 
should, therefore, be cleared with BCBSF's Legal Affairs 
Division. 
If BCBSF offers advertising or promotional allowances, 
it should offer them on a proportionately equal basis to all 
customers. Advertising and promotional allowances are subject 
to detailed and technical regulations and, therefore, should be 
offered only after approval of the Legal Affairs Division. 
Generally, BCBSF can provide to clients and prospective clients 
for the purpose of advertising merchandise having a value of not 
more than $25. 
If BCBSF employees supply any estimates, they must be 
fai r and reasonable. To the maximum extent possible, they 
3 .  PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
Objective: To ensure organizational processes are efficient, 
effective, and in compliance with applicable federal and state 
laws and regulations, and to provide guidance on the principal 
ethical and legal rules to be followed by each individual 
employed by or representing BCBSF in its business activities or 
relationships. 
Sub-objectives: 
1) To be consistent with all federal and state laws and 
regulations, including, at a minimum, the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, and 
Office of Inspector General (OIG) compliance 
program elements. 
2) To ensure development and distribution of wri tten 
policies and procedures in  support of the Compass 
Program TM _ 
3) To establish the governance structure responsible for 
operating and monitoring the compliance program. 
4) To establish the climate, education, and training 
required to assure employee, contractor, provider, 
and vendor understanding, and awareness of and 
commitment to compliance. 
5) To establish open lines of communication to the 
Corporate Compliance Department for all employees 
contractors, vendors, and providers. 
6) To develop an Annual Communication, Education anc 
Training Plan, a compliance audit plan, and specific 
work plans (as deemed applicable) to monitor 
compliance with the Compass Program TM . 
7) To establish and maintain an effective continuous 
improvement process for identification, correction, 
and reporting of systematic problems (both internal 
and external) related to compliance with the 
Compass Program™ . 
8) To establish and maintain an enforcement 
mechanism that addresses disciplinary guidelines, 
detected offenses, and corrective actions. 
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Part C of Medicare,  known as the Medicare+Choice (M +C) 
Program.  Effective January 1 ,  1 999, BCBSF's subsid iary, Hea lth 
Options I nc .  ( l im ited to certa i n  counties) , began part ic ipat ing i n  
the  M+C Program with its Medicare H M O  product - Medicare 
& More®. There are numerous federa l  statutes and regu lat ions 
govern ing the M+C Program,  inc lud ing the requ i rement to have 
a formal compl iance p lan conta in ing  certa in  e lements .  
Th is requ i rement l ed  to  the  incorporation of  the  M+C 
Compl iance Program into the  Compass Program TM . 
2. PROGRAM PURPOSE AND APPLICABILITY 
BCBSF has had a long stand ing commitment to the va l ues 
of honesty, i ntegrity and fa i rness i n  a l l  bus iness activit ies. 
The Compass Program TM ref lects that commitment by provid ing  
basic gu idance on the principal eth ica l  and lega l  rules that affect 
bus iness conduct, busi ness relationsh ips and compl iance with 
regu lat ions and the law. 
The pu rpose of the Compass Program TM is to provide a 
management process that improves the eff ic iency and 
effectiveness of the organ ization i n  order to better serve our 
customers, demonstrate our deep commitment to conducti ng  
bus iness ethical ly, provide education to  the  Company, and to 
comply with appl icable federa l and state laws and regu lations ,  
and re lated accred itat ion requ i rements. 
Eth ica l  bus iness conduct and compl iance with appl icable 
legal requ i rements inc lud ing federa l  and state laws and 
regu lations, inc lud ing related accreditation requ i rements, is the 
responsib i l ity of a l l  officers, d i rectors, and employees of BCBSF. 
I n  addit ion,  BCBSF subsid iaries and BCBSF pol it ica l action 
committees as wel l  as a l l  contractors, agents, providers and 
vendors associated with BCBSF must comp ly with BCBSF's 
Compass Program TM and abide by the pol ic ies and procedures 
that are appl icable to them .  
should be  backed by  objective facts and  experience. To the 
extent that the estimate cannot be objectively verified, it should 
be based upon the good faith j udgments of those making the 
estimate. 
See BCBSF Corporate Marketing Pol icy. 
14. CONTRACT NEGOTIATION 
I n  negotiat ing a l l  contracts, BCBSF employees must be 
accurate and complete in a l l  of their representations. The laws 
and regu lations govern ing contract ing with the government 
impose rules that are even more stringent than those appl icable 
to dea l ings with private parties . The submission to a government 
customer of a proposa l ,  quotation, or other document or 
statement that is fa lse, i ncomplete, or mis leading can resu lt i n  
civi l and crim ina l  l iab i l ity for  BCBSF, the involved employee, and 
any supervisors who are involved in  such a practice. 
In negotiat ing contracts with the government, BCBSF has an 
affi rmative duty to d isclose current, accurate, and complete cost 
or pric ing data where such data are requ i red under appropriate 
law or regu lation . Employees must exercise ca re in  prepar ing 
and submitti ng proposa ls ,  budgets, and other documents 
conta in i ng certifications and representat ions. 
It is the responsib i l ity of a l l  employees who prepare, s ign ,  or 
in  any way support these records to ensure that they are 
prepared accurately. 
See BCBSF Procurement of Goods/Services, Sale of 
Furn iture/Equ ipment Pol icy Corporate Pol icy No .  4 .2 ,  and BCBSF 
Corporate Contracts for Purchase, Lease, Rental and  
Maintenance for Goods/Services and Rea l Estate, Corporate 
Pol icy No.  4 . 50, in the Corporate Pol icies and Procedures 
Manua l .  
15. FIDUCIARY BREACHES AND PROHIBITED 
TRANSACTIONS UNDER ERISA 
The Employee Retirement I ncome Security Act of 1 974 (ER ISA) 
appl ies to most employee benefit p lans .  E R I SA imposes certa in  
standards of conduct on Compan ies and employees who 
exercise d iscretion with respect to such plans. For example ,  
BCBSF and certa in  BCBSF employees might be requ i red to 
satisfy certa in  report ing and d isclosure requ i rements with 
respect to BCBSF's Company benefit p lans .  
These requ i rements, if appl icable,  inc lude, among other th ings,  
provid ing information on the p lan to partic ipants and to the U . S .  
Department of  Labor. A fa i l u re to  satisfy these requ i rements 
might resu lt in the imposit ion of crimina l  as wel l  as civi l 
penalties on the p lan admin istrator. 
If a BCBSF employee has any questions about the 
Company's or h is or her duties with respect to the operation or 
admin istration of any p lan,  he or she should consu lt with the 
Lega l Affa i rs Divis ion . 
I n  addit ion, if any employee should f ind that any occasion 
should arise where he or she is concerned that any act or fa i l u re 
to act on BCBSF's part or h is or her part might be viewed as a 
violation of E R I SA, he or she shou ld immediately refer the 
matter to the Lega l  Affa irs D ivision or the Compl iance Office . 
16. RECORDING AND REPORTING INFORMATION 
a. Reporting information to the Government or 
Submission of Data, I nformation, and Other 
Documents, inc luding Performance Data 
It is BCBSF's pol icy to deal honestly in  a l l  its relations with 
the government. The laws and regu lations govern ing  
contract ing with the Un ited States government impose stri ngent 
ru les. 
For example, it is a crime to make a fa lse cla im or fa lse 
statement to a government officia l .  BCBSF employees must 
ensure that the representations made to any government 
employee or i n  any document submitted to the government are 
accurate and not mis lead ing .  
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11 .  Policies (Continued) 
From time to time, BCBSF is required to produce or provide 
data, information, and other documents, including contract 
performance data, for review by HCFA or other federal and state 
agencies. Many employees within BCBSF are responsible for 
generating, preparing, monitoring, and auditing the accuracy of 
such information and data. All of us play an important role in 
ensuring that all such information and data are prepared with 
care and diligence. BCBSF has a system of internal controls to 
assist employees responsible for these very important 
functions. It is key, however, that employees raise questions 
with management when there is doubt or ambiguity regarding 
BCBSF's obligations or the obligations of its employees. It is 
Company policy to seek clarification from the government and 
to document in writing the guidance provided by government 
officials on which the Company has relied concerning BCBSF's 
obligations and reporting requirements. Questions concerning 
issues should be referred to the employee's supervisor, 
Corporate Compliance, or the Legal Affairs Division. 
b. Accu rate Recordkeep ing 
BCBSF maintains a system of internal controls to provide 
reasonable assurance that transactions are executed in 
accordance with management's authorization and are properly 
recorded in accordance with appropriate accounting procedures. 
The system is characterized by a control-oriented environment 
that includes written policies and procedures and examination 
by a professional staff of internal and external auditors. All 
BCBSF employees are expected to adhere to these policies and 
to cooperate fully with BCBSF internal and external auditors. 
All Company payments and other transactions must be 
properly authorized by management and be accurately and 
completely recorded in BCBSF's books and records in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting policies. 
Employees may not make any false, incomplete, or 
misleading entries. Undisclosed or unrecorded corporate 
funds shall not be established for any purpose, and Company 
funds should not be placed in any personal or non-corporate 
account. All corporate assets must be properly protected 
and accounted for. 
Federal and state law requires BCBSF to assure that its 
records accurately reflect the true nature of the transactions 
represented. This requirement applies to a wide variety of 
information recorded by BCBSF employees, including entries 
relating to the processing of claims, recordation of financial 
transactions, audits and quality control systems, as well as 
reporting of expenses and timekeeping. Therefore, in all of 
BCBSF's operations, it is against BCBSF policy for any employee 
to intentionally cause any record to be inaccurate. 
Examples of prohibited acts include making records appear 
as though payments were made to one person when, in fact, 
they were made to another; submitting expense accounts 
which do not accurately reflect the true nature of the expense; 
falsifying time to inaccurately reflect the amount of time worked 
on the program to which charges should be recorded; changing 
the recipient on a claim to channel payments to an improper 
recipient; deleting claims from the computer system without 
rerouting for reprocessing and properly documenting the action; 
and the creation of any other record which does not accurately 
reflect the true nature of the transaction. 
False entries must never be made in any BCBSF record nor 
in any public record for any reason nor should permanent entries 
in the Company's records be altered in any way. No payment or 
receipt on behalf of BCBSF may be approved or made with the 
intention or understanding that any part of the payment or 
receipt is to be used for a purpose other than that described in 
the documents supporting the transaction. " Slush funds" or 
similar off-book accounts, where there is no accounting for 
receipts or expenditures in corporate records, are prohibited. 








Violation of the Compass Program™ shall not give rise to a 
cause of action against BCBSF, or its officers, directors or 
employees, nor should it create any presumption that a legal 
duty has been breached. 
E m p loyee Contacts for the Com pass Prog ra m™ 
Immediate Supervisor - or any member of Management 
Human Resources Employee Relations Department 
1-800-333 -9797 ext. 58169 (Jacksonville employees dial 58169 
from int€r-office phones or dial 905-8169 from outside lines) 
Legal Affairs Division - 1-800-477-3736 ext. 58720 
(Jacksonville employees dial 58720 from inter -office phones or 
dial 905-8720 from outside lines) 
Compliance Office - Mary W. Bridgman, Compliance 
Officer 1-800 -477-3736 ext. 58744, 54497, 50272 (Jacksonville 
employees dial 58744, 54497, and 50272 from inter-office 
phones or dial 905 -8744 from outside lines) 
Compass Program™ Helpline - 1 -800-477-3736 ext. 56300 
(Jacksonville employees dial 56300 from inter-office phones or 
dial 905 -6300 from outside lines) 
participate in the creation of any records which are intended to 
mislead or to conceal. 
See BCBSF Standard of Conduct Policy, Human Resources 
Policy No. 4.1, in the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and 
Procedures Manual. 
c. Computer Data and Prog rams 
To maintain the maximum protection for BCBSF's 
information and data stored and maintained in computer files, 
BCBSF must strictly enforce provisions designed to safeguard 
the confidentiality of such information. For example, USER- I D's 
and passwords must be protected and used only by those 
authorized individuals to whom they are assigned. Every 
precaution must be taken to ensure that USER- ID's and 
passwords do not become available to unauthorized individuals. 
BCBSF employees who learn of a possible data system security 
violation should report such violations to their supervisor or to 
the Head of CSA (Computer Security Administration). 
Supervisors are required to report such violations to the Head of 
CSA. The Head of CSA shall notify the Compliance Department 
and Internal Audit of any such reports. 
Data and programs contained on the Company's computers 
are important Company records. BCBSF employees are 
prohibited from making any unauthorized modifications to any 
Company computer data or program. BCBSF employees are 
also prohibited from destroying, disclosing or taking any 
Company data or programs without authorization. Such actions 
may be illegal. 
See BCBSF Corporate Data Policy No. 5.1 , in the BCBSF 
Corporate Policies and Procedures Manual. 
d. U S E R- I D  
All employees (including contractors and temporary 
employees) who are assigned a USER- ID (RACF - ID or User 
Name) to perform their assigned job duties will: 
• Be responsible for all activity logged under their 
USER - ID 
• Not share or exchange the USER- ID or password 
• Report any suspected USER- ID or password misuse 
to Computer Security Administration 
• Use the system(s) only for BCBSF business. 
See BCBSF Corporate Data Policy No. 5. 1, in the BCBSF 
Corporate Policies and Procedures Manual. See BCBSF 
Standard of Conduct Policy, Human Resources Policy No. 4.1 , in 
the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and Procedures Manual. 
e. E-m a i l  & Vo ice Ma i l  
The e-mail and voice mail system are intended for BCBSF 
employees to enhance internal and external communications. 
E-mail and voice mail systems and the associated data 
contained in them are Company property. The use of e-mail and 
voice mail is limited to official BCBSF business only, which 
includes the inappropriate use of the 1 - 800 number. The use of 
e-mail or voice mail for other than business purposes is a 
violation of Company policy and is subject to disciplinary action 
(i.e., jokes, chain letters, video and audio attachments). 
The contents of the e-mail and voice mail systems are not 
private and messages sent via these systems may be accessed 
by individuals other than those to whom they are addressed. 
All communications are to contain appropriate business 
language and always use appropriate data encryption when 
sending patient identifiable medical information (PIMI) or 
confidential information in an outbound (external) e-mail 
message. 
Examples include, but are not limited to: 
• Group or Group Administrative communications 
where member identification number (social security 
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• Potential customers in the RFP process where current 
or future member name, social security number, date 
of birth and/or addresses are transmitted. 
• Salary information which is identified by an individual's 
name, social security number, date of birth or any 
combination of these fields. 
See BCBSF Corporate Electronic Mail and Voice Mail 
Privacy Policy, Corporate Policy No. 5.2, in the BCBSF Corporate 
Policies and Procedures Manual. See BCBSF Standard of 
Conduct Pol icy, Human Resources Policy No. 4.1, in the BCBSF 
Human Resources Policies and Procedures Manual. 
f. I nte rnet Access 
Internet access is extended to BCBSF employees who 
need the capability to enhance the performance of their 
assigned duties. The use of the Internet is intended for official 
BCBSF business only. Employees are not permitted to import 
or download any unauthorized software from the Internet. 
The use of the Internet for other than business purposes is a 
violation of Company policy and is subject to disciplinary or 
corrective action. I nternet access and its use is monitored to 
ensure appropriate business use. Encryption is required when 
sending patient identifiable medical information (PIMI) or 
confidential information over the Internet. 
See BCBSF Corporate Electronic Commerce Policy, 
Corporate Policy No. 5.3, in the BCBSF Corporate Policies and 
Procedures Manual. See BCBSF Standard of Conduct Policy, 
Human Resources Policy No. 4.1, in the BCBSF Human 
Resources Policies and Procedures Manual. 
g . Retention of Records 
Legal and regulatory practice requires the retention of 
certain records for various periods of time, particularly in the tax, 
personnel, health and safety, environmental, contract, corporate, 
and government program areas. Generally speaking, an 
employee's personal records and drafts of records need not be 
maintained. When l itigation or a government investigation or 
audit is pending or reasonably foreseeable, however, all relevant 
records must not be destroyed until the matter is closed and 
this may include drafts and copies as well as employee's notes 
and papers. Destruction of records to avoid disclosure in a legal 
proceeding may constitute a criminal offense. The Legal Affairs 
Division or the Compliance Office wil l notify BCBSF employees 
of special retention requirements related to litigation or 
government investigations or audits. BCBSF employees can 
obtain information on retention periods and restrictions 
concerning Company records from the Records Retention 
Department. The Records Retention Department is responsible 
for coordinating with the Legal Affairs Division to establish 
retention periods. 
Records concerning the processing of claims should be 
maintained for at least seven (7) years. Government programs 
require the retention of enrollment/disenrollment records for 
seven (7) years after the member's disenrollment. 
See BCBSF Corporate Records Retention Policies (Facilities 
and Office Services policy on Records Retention). 
1 7 . POLITICAL AND CHARITABLE ACTIVITY AND 
CONTRIBUTIONS 
a . Pol it ica l Activity and Contributions 
BCBSF encourages all employees to vote and be active in 
the political process. Federal and state laws, however, limit the 
nature and extent of individual and corporate political 
participation. For example, federal law prohibits corporate 
contributions to federal political candidates or office holders; 
state law limits corporate contributions to candidates for state or 
local office to $500 per candidate per election (general ly primary, 
run-off and general elections are considered separate elections). 
Com pl ia nce Officer 
The Compliance Officer will have responsibility for 
overseeing compliance with all applicable laws, the Compass 
Program™ , and related Company policies and procedures. 
The Compl iance Officer, if an attorney, may advise BCBSF on 
legal issues relating to compliance. 
The specific oversight responsibilities of the Compliance 
Officer will consist of the following: 
• To establish procedures to ensure that every 
employee is familiar with the Compass Program™ 
and endeavors to abide by it. 
• To oversee distribution of BCBSF's Compass 
Program™ materials to all BCBSF employees, 
subsidiaries, political action committees and others 
specified in this Program and to oversee the training, 
monitoring and auditing procedures. 
• All current employees and every newly hired 
employee will be given a copy of the Compass 
Program™ booklet. Within 14 days of receiving this 
material the employee shall sign an acknowledgment 
stating that he or she has reviewed the booklet, will 
take part in the Compass Program™ and agrees to 
abide by its terms. 
• To ensure that these certifications are retained by 
BCBSF for five years. 
• To receive suggestions from officers, directors and 
employees for updating the Compass Program™ and 
related policies to ensure they are efficient and 
effective. 
• To review, update and modify the Compass Program™ 
and related Company policies, as appropriate and as 
required by law and to secure appropriate Senior 
Management approval of significant changes in 
Company policy. 
• To oversee investigations of Program violations 
involving employee fraud, improper payment or 
receipt of money or items of value, or antitrust or 
alternatively be made to the Compass™ helpline at 
(904) 905-6300 (non-Jacksonville employees may call 1- 800-
et 477-3736, ext. 56300). No employee shall be subject to any 
reprisal for a good faith report of a suspected violation of the 
Compass Program™ or related laws, regulations and policies. 
n Reporting employees, absent compelling circumstances, will not 
be granted any immunity for their participation in any violation. 
A reporting employee may be subject to disciplinary action for 
his/her participation in a violation. 
Violations of the Asbestos Management Program must be 
reported to the BCBSF Occupational Hazards Specialist. 
The BCBSF Occupational Hazards Specialist must report all such 
violations to the Compliance Office. 
An employee's clear infraction of the Compass Program™ , 
applicable laws, regulations, or prevailing business ethics will 
lead to appropriate disciplinary action against him or her which 
Jr may include reprimand, probation, suspension, reduction in 
salary, demotion or dismissal - depending on the seriousness of 
the offense. Disciplinary actions will be administered in 
h accordance with the procedures set forth in the BCBSF's 
Corrective Action Policy, Human Resources Policy No.4.2, and 
BCBSF's Termination Policy, Human Resources Policy No.2.9, in 
the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and Procedures Manual. 
Violations of the Compass Program TM may also lead to legal 
action, if appropriate. Grounds for disciplinary action (and 
e possible dismissal) under this Program include: 
• Violations of the Program or any other Company policy 
or procedure. 
• Failure to report a violation of the Program or any 
other Company policy or procedure. 
• Direct or indirect retaliation against an employee who 
reports a violation of the Program. 
• A supervisor's negligence in failing to assure that his 
or her employees comply with the Program, or a 
supervisor's condoning, aiding or abetting a violation 
of the Program. 
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Florida law also limits contributions by insurers to candidates for 
Insurance Commissioner to $100 per election. 
For purposes of this policy, the term " political contribution" 
includes di rect or indirect payments, loans, advances, deposits 
or gifts of money or any services. It also includes gifts, 
subscriptions, memberships, purchase of tickets, purchase of 
advertising space, furnish ing of supplies, and payment of 
expenses and compensation of employees performing services 
for a political organization, candidate or public official. 
Federal law and Company policy also state that no one will 
be reimbursed for personal political contributions. BCBSF will 
not pay an employee for h is or her contribution to a political 
action committee through a bonus, expense account, or other 
form of direct or indirect compensation. Federal law and 
Company policy also prohibit compensating employees for 
engaging in a political activity during Company time, with limited 
exceptions. 
Company policy does not prohibit the establishment of 
legally constituted employee political action committees which 
may make political contributions on behalf of thei r members. 
BCBSF's Florida Health PAC is such a committee, organized and 
administered in strict accordance with the law. Membership is 
entirely voluntary. Only to the extent permitted by law are 
Company funds and assets used to pay the administrative costs 
of such committees. 
Company policy proh ibits employees from soliciting 
political contributions on Company property during working 
time and from distributing political li terature in working areas 
at all times, non-working areas during employees' working 
time, and in lobbies open to the public. Exceptions to this 
policy must be approved by the Senior Vice President of 
Human Resources. One approved exception is that BCBSF's 
Florida Health PAC may solicit exempt employees on Company 
property during working time. 
The political process has become h ighly regulated and any 
BCBSF employee who has any question about what is or is not 
proper should consult with the Compliance Office or the Legal 
Affairs Division before agreeing to do anything that could be 
construed as involving BCBSF in  any poli tical activity at the 
federal, state, or local level. 
See BCBSF Solicitation and/or Distribution of Literature 
Policy, Human Resources Policy No.  4. 7 in the BCBSF Human 
Resources Policies and Procedures Manual. 
b. Charita ble Activity and  Contributions 
BCBSF supports a corporate contributions program based 
on the belief that as a corporate citizen, it has an obligation to 
respond to community, economic and social needs. BCBSF's 
policy is to be prudent and conservative in making such 
contributions. The Company's policy permits the support of 
qualified charitable organizations with financial and non-financial 
assistance and loaned personnel. Charitable organizations that 
will be supported by BCBSF must meet the following criteria: be 
located in Florida and serve Floridians; possess exemption by 
the Internal Revenue Service under section 501 (c) (3) of the Tax 
Code; address Company community outreach goals and targets; 
not duplicate the work of other organizations supported by the 
Company with in the same geograph ic or program area; have a 
current, satisfactory audit conducted by a certified public 
accountant; and have a long standing reputation for credibility 
and integrity. 
BCBSF's Charitable Contributions Policy and Foundation 
activities make its corporate officers accountable for community 
service and social responsibility activities in cooperation, 
coordination and consultation with the Public Relations and the 
Corporate Communications Division, and the Legal Affairs 
I. Compass Program TM 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Contents 
This booklet does not cover all of BCBSF's policies or 
include all details regarding any policy. More detailed policy 
statements and procedures referenced in this booklet are 
available on the Intranet, the K drive or can be requested from 
the Compliance Office. Where any provision of this booklet 
conflicts with a previously established policy of the Company, 
the provision of th is booklet will supersede and apply to the 
situation. 
Noth ing contained in this booklet constitutes a contract of 
employment. Neither th is booklet nor any part of the Compass 
Program TM should be construed by any current or prospective 
officer, director or employee of BCBSF as creating an express or 
implied contract of employment or continued employment with 
BCBSF. Circumstances will require that the policies included in 
th is booklet be changed from time to time. Consequently, 
BCBSF reserves the right to modify them as it deems 
appropriate and revisions will be distributed to officers, directors 
and employees. 
Organ izat iona l  View 
It is a long standing policy of BCBSF to prevent the 
occurrence of unethical or unlawful behavior, to halt such 
behavior as soon as reasonably possible after its discovery, to 
discipline employees who violate BCBSF policies, including 
individuals responsible for the fai lure to report or detect a 
violation, and to implement changes in policy and procedure 
necessary to prevent recurrences of a violation. 
The aim of BCBSF's Compass Program™ is to integrate the 
Division. All expenditures for charitable contributions must be 
coordinated by the Public Relations and Corporate 
Communications Division and approved by management as set 
forth in the BCBSF Charitable Contributions Policy. The policy 
requires that charitable contributions should be included in the 
Public Relations budget, not in individual budgets as travel and 
entertainment expenses. 
BCBSF's Charitable Contributions Policy recognizes that 
certain activities, such as service on voluntary agency boards, 
involvement in Chamber of Commerce activities or membership 
in organizations such as Rotary or Civitan may support 
marketing efforts by building and influencing business 
relationships. BCBSF requires its employees to carefully budget 
these activities separately from charitable contributions 
expenditures. 
See BCBSF Corporate Charitable Contributions Policy, 
Corporate Policy No. 10.1 0, in the BCBSF Corporate Policies 
and Procedures Manual. 
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Recording and Reporting Information - Our Company's record: 
We should never make false entries in Company records. Fals, 
may expose us or our Company to civil and criminal penalties. 
User -ID, E-mail, Voice Mail, and Internet Access - User ID's a1 
E-mail, Voice Mail and Internet Access are not private, are mor 
held liable if confidential or patient identifiable information is trE 
Political and Charitable Activity and Contributions - Complicate 
BCBSF. For this reason, all political contributions made from Cc 
and Legislative Relations Division. None of us should receive ri 
contributions. Corporate charitable contributions should be cle, 
Communications Division. 
D. POLICIES GOVERNING WORK ENVIRONMENT AND EMI 
Safety, Health and Environmental Protection - Our Company i! 
We must abide by safe operating procedures to safeguard the 
Employee Relations - We must not discriminate against emplc 
national origin, disability, sex, age or veteran status. We must r 
overtures, advances, requests for sexual favors, or other simil, 
employee's work performance or create an offensive working 
mail which could be viewed as offensive and/or as containing : 
Substance Abuse - We maintain a drug-free work place. We n 
while we are conducting the Company's business, while on C( 
Weapons or Firearms - We do not carry or display weapons 01 
Work-Related Charges, Indictments, or Convictions; Arrests \/\ 
When and if we find ourselves personally charged with a crim 
the Director of Employment. 
:mt - We should not accept gifts, entertainment, favors, or 
1ose motivation is to receive some special treatment in exchange 
e giver's motivation is improper, it is best to refuse all gifts offered 
ninal value, i.e. , cups, pens, etc. We do not want to give the 
nonetary exchange of gifts . . . ... . .  .. 
Entertainment, in Bus ness Dealings - We market our 
ice. We should not use gifts, bribes or entertainment to 
Ne deal. 
y abide by laws which regulate our dealings with government 
J requirements on gifts to federal, state and local government 
·e responsible for knowing these limitations and properly 
:ontracts on behalf of the Company. All contracts must be 
)n. 
goods and services on a competitive best value basis and based 
ssure on or make threats to a vendor and BCBSF coverage is not a 
y, completely and accurately report business expenses we 
expenses which we report on expense reports must have a 
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�xchanging any information with our competitors about pricing . . .... . . . . ...... . 39 
is - All of our advertising must be reviewed in advance by 
:ommunications Department. Our advertising must be truthful; 
I I. Policies (Continued) 
D. POLICIES GOVERNING WORK ENVIRONMENT 
AND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
1. SAFETY, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
BCBSF and its individual employees are responsible for 
maintaining a safe and healthy work environment. BCBSF is 
committed to protecting the environment and minimizing the 
impact of its operations on the land, air and water. All BCBSF 
employees have a responsibility to abide by safe operating 
procedures, to guard their own and their fellow employees' 
health and to maintain and utilize pollution control systems. 
It is BCBSF's policy to comply with all laws and regulations 
affecting safety, health and environmental protection. BCBSF 
employees must comply with BCBSF's fire, safety, health and 
security regulations, e.g. , BCBSF's procedures for handling and 
managing hazardous chemicals, and its Asbestos Management 
Program. 
Employees must report to their supervisors conditions 
which they perceive to be unsafe, unhealthy or hazardous to the 
environment. Employees must report violations of the 
Asbestos Management Program to the BCBSF Occupational 
Hazards Specialist. The BCBSF Occupational Hazards Specialist 
must report all such violations to the Compliance Office. In the 
event of a fire, employees must activate the fire alarm or notify 
the Security Desk (at extension 1-1111 .) 
See BCBSF's Standard of Conduct Policy, Human 
Resources Policy, No. 4.1, in the BCBSF Human Resources 
Policies and Procedures Manual, and the BCBSF Asbestos 
Management Program. 
2. EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
a. Equa l  E m ployment Opportu n ities 
BCBSF's goals as outlined in its Enterprise Vision include 
the Company selecting the best people, organizing effectively, 
and offering satisfaction and growth opportunities for its 
employees. In promoting these goals, it is BCBSF's policy to 
provide equal employment opportunities to individuals who are 
qualified to perform job requirements, regardless of their race, 
color, religion, national origin, handicap, sex, age or veteran 
status. Equal opportunity shall be provided in all aspects of the 
employment relationship, including recruitment, hiring, work 
assignment, performance evaluation, promotion, transfer, 
termination, wage and salary administration, and selection 
for training. 
See BCBSF's Equal Employment Opportunity Policy, Human 
Resources Policy No. 2.1, and BCBSF's Standard of Conduct 
Policy, Human Resources Policy No. 4.1, in the BCBSF Human 
Resources Policies and Procedures Manual. 
b. Sta ndard of Conduct 
BCBSF's Standard of Conduct Policy requires that its 
employees conduct themselves during work hours and while on 
BCBSF premises in a manner which promotes the safety and 
welfare of employees, encourages a cooperative environment 
and protects personal rights and corporate property. BCBSF's 
Standard of Conduct Policy will be administered in a fair, 
consistent and uniform manner with recognition of the dignity 
and respect to which each employee is entitled. In like manner, 
each employee is expected to treat his or her fellow employees, 
BCBSF subscribers and the public with the respect and dignity 
to which they are entitled. 
See BCBSF Standard of Conduct Policy, Human Resources 
Policy No.4.1, in the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and 
Procedures Manual. 
c. Proh ibitions Aga inst Discri m i nation and  Harassment 
BCBSF prohibits discrimination against employees based on 
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race, color, religion, national origin, handicap, sex, age, or veteran 
status. These commitments can only be met if all employees 
treat each other with courtesy and fairness and have respect for 
the dignity of the other person. Laws prohibit discrimination 
against minorities, sexual harassment, and similar misconduct. 
BCBSF prohibits sexual harassment of its employees by 
supervisors, co-workers, or non-employees. Prohibited " sexual 
harassment" includes any unwelcome sexual overtures, advances, 
requests for sexual favors, and other verbal, physical, or written 
conduct of a sexual nature in any of three situations: 
(1) when submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or 
implicitly a term or condition of an individual's employment; 
(2) when submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual 
is used as a basis for employment decisions affecting such 
individual; or (3) when such conduct has the purpose or effect of 
creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment. 
See BCBSF's Equal Employment Opportunity Policy, 
Human Resources Policy No. 2.1, BCBSF's Harassment Policy, 
Human Resources Policy No. 4.14, and BCBSF's Standard of 
Conduct Policy, Human Resources Policy No. 4.1, in the BCBSF 
Human Resources Policies and Procedures Manual. 
3. INFORMATION ABOUT EMPLOYEES 
BCBSF generally prohibits the disclosure of information about 
Company employees to third parties outside the Company and its 
subsidiaries unless the employee authorizes the disclosure, a court 
orders such disclosure, or the Company is under some other 
obligation to make the disclosure. As a general rule, when BCBSF 
is asked to provide employment references, the Company will, 
only with the written consent of the employee or former 
employee who is the subject of the inquiry, confirm an individual's 
dates of employment, job title and salary. 
BCBSF has implemented an Automated Employment 
Verification Info-Line which can verify employment date, title, 
and status. Payroll information can also be validated. Employee 
authorization is required for verification of employment and/or 
payroll information through the information line. Consult the HR 
intranet site for additional details. 
Disclosure of personnel information without prior written 
consent of the employee is permitted upon the request of a 
physician who is attempting to inform an employee about a 
medical problem, or in other emergency situations which in the 
judgment of the Director of Employment justify timely disclosure 
of personal information. Additionally, verification of present or 
past employment, including job titles and dates of employment, 
may be released to a verified personnel representative of another 
organization (without written consent of the employee). 
See BCBSF Employee Records - Access to - Policy Human 
Resources Policy No. 10.2, in the BCBSF Human Resources 
Policies and Procedures Manual. 
4. SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
It is the policy of BCBSF to maintain a drug-free workplace. 
BCBSF recognizes the impact that the use of alcohol and/or 
drugs can have on the performance of its employees and on the 
safety of its work environment. 
The use, sale, manufacture, distribution, purchase, 
possession, dispensing, or being under the influence of illegal 
drugs, non-prescribed controlled substances or alcohol on 
Company property, while on Company business or while 
operating a Company-owned or leased vehicle is prohibited. 
In order to detect the use of these substances, employees may 
be directed to submit to a drug test. The use of alcoholic 
beverages by Company employees on Company premises or on 
Company assignment may take place only when approved by 
the Senior VP of Human Services Group or designee. 
Employees found to be in violation of this policy (including 
refusal to submit to testing) will be subject to discipline, up to 
B. POLICIES GOVERNING PROTECTION AND USE OF COM PA 
Everything that belongs to the Company should be used only · 
Conflicts of Interest - We must avoid situations where our per 
interests of the Company. A conflict of interest occurs whene1 
influence our business judgment. 
Use of Company Funds and Assets - Company assets are to I 
Company. This includes the use of E-mail, Voice Mail and lnte 
Solicitation and/or Distribution of Literature - To prevent disrur:: 
employees, and to preserve Company security and confidenti, 
employees and non-employees is prohibited. 
Proper Accounting - We must ensure that Company payment 
and accurately and completely recorded in Company records i 
practices. 
Safeguarding Information Gained as an Employee of BCBSF -
purposes. We all are responsible for preventing inappropriate ( 
Company. It is especially important for us to safeguard medicc 
Special laws protect the confidentiality of this type of informat 
transmit confidential, proprietary or patient identifiable medica 
Self-Dealing - We are prohibited from using information gaine, 
C. POL IC IES GOVE R N I N G  BUS I N ESS R E LATIO N S H I PS AN I  
Laws, regulations and policies govern how we conduct the Cc 
the public, government officials, business associates and com 
�s 
:::>olicy and Program, summaries of key sections are presented on the 
:o help you find the answers to your compliance questions, you should 
. Be sure to read carefully the full text of the relevant pages for 
18 . 
mce Program and describes how it applies to our daily 
1 6  
rM states the legal and ethical rules that affect 
) that we will understand and apply them in our 
rules to be followed by each individual employed by 
1ships. 
ts include: Business Standards; Education and 
1 6  
.17 
1ent; Oversight; Governance; and Reporting ...... . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . . . . .... . . . .... . . . . . .... . . .  17 
cally: Background; Scope; Policy; Authority; 
xing, Evaluation and Improvement. 22 
and including termination of employment. Any illegal drugs 
found on Company property will be turned over to appropriate 
law enforcement authorities. 
Any employee who is charged with, indicted or convicted 
of a work-related drug or alcohol violation must report this 
information to the Director of Employment no later than five (5) 
days after such charge, indictment or conviction. In the case of 
an officer of the Company, the officer must report any charge, 
indictment or conviction of a work-related drug or alcohol 
violation to the Senior Vice President of Human Services Group. 
An employee who is convicted on a work-related drug or 
alcohol charge, or an employee who is charged with or indicted 
on a work-related drug or alcohol violation, where an 
independent Company investigation finds a violation of this 
policy, may be subject to discipline, up to and including 
termination of employment. An unpaid leave of absence may 
be considered depending on the severity of the situation. 
See BCBSF Substance Abuse Policy, Human Resources 
Policy No. 4.13, Standard of Conduct Policy, Human Resources 
Policy No. 4.1, BCBSF Food and Beverage Consumption on 
Company Property Policy, Human Resources Policy No. 4.8, in 
the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and Procedures Manual, 
and BCBSF Vehicle Usage Policy, Corporate Policy No. 3.21, 
in the BCBSF Corporate Policies and Procedures Manual. 
5. WEAPONS OR FIREARMS 
BCBSF employees are prohibited from carrying on their 
person, or displaying weapons or firearms on Company property. 
A BCBSF employee who believes another employee is carrying 
a weapon or firearm, or sees a weapon or firearm being 
displayed on Company property, should immediately contact his 
or her supervisor, Safety and Security or the Compliance Office. 
See BCBSF Standard of Conduct Policy, Human Resources 
Policy No. 4.1, in the BCBSF Human Resources Policies and 
Procedures Manual. 
6. WORK-RELATED CHARGES, INDICTMENTS OR 
CONVICTIONS 
Any BCBSF employee who is charged with, indicted or 
convicted of an offense committed on Company property, or an 
offense related to or adversely affecting his or her employment, 
must report this information to the Director of Employment no 
later than five (5) days after such charge, indictment or 
conviction. In the case of an officer of the Company, the officer 
must report any such charge, indictment or conviction to the 
Senior Vice President of Human Services Group. 
Any BCBSF employee who is the subject of a suspension, 
debarment, or exclusion or proceeding is required to report this 
information to the Director of Employment within five (5) days 
of such action or proceeding. 
Upon review of the nature and circumstances of the charge, 
indictment or conviction, the BCBSF employee's department 
head, in conjunction with the Human Resources Employee 
Relations Department, may request the employee who is 
charged with or indicted for an offense committed on Company 
property or an offense related to or adversely affecting his or her 
employment to take an unpaid leave of absence. A conviction of 
such an offense may be grounds for other disciplinary action. 
See BCBSF Standard of Conduct Policy, Human Resources 
Policy No. 4.1, and BCBSF Unpaid Leave of Absence 
(General/Family Leave), Human Resources Policy No. 7.1, in the 
BCBSF Human Resources Policies and Procedures Manual. 
7. ARRESTS ON COMPANY PROPERTY OR WHILE ON 
COMPANY BUSINESS 
An employee who is arrested on Company property or 
while on Company business must report that arrest to the 
Director of Employment within five (5) days of the arrest. In the 
case of an officer of the Company, the officer must report such 
an arrest to the Senior Vice President of Human Services Group. 
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C. POLICIES GOVERNING BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS 
AND TRANSACTIONS 
1 . Receipts of Gifts, Gratuities or Favors, including 
Entertainment ...... . . . . . .. . ................... . . . ... . . . . . .................. 3: 
2. Offering of Bribes, Kickbacks, Gifts or Gratuities, 
including Entertainment in Business Dealings .. . ...... . .. 3� 
3. Gratuities and Government Employees .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3L 
a. Lobbying Expenditures ... . .. . . ... . ... . . . . . ..... . ................ 3L 
b.  Monetary Limitations on Gifts and Gratuities to 
Government Employees, including 
Entertainment ......... . ..... ........ . .. . ............... . ... . . . .... . .. 3t 
c .  General Guidelines to Follow Before Offering any 
Gift or Gratuity to any State or Local Government 
Employee ...... ...... . ...... . . ................... . ................... ............ 3t 
4. Kickbacks and Rebates ...... . .. . ..... . ... . .............. . . .. . .... . . . .. 31 
5. Other Improper Payments . . . ........ . . . . . ..... . .. . . . . . . . ... . ......... 3E 
6. Employment of Government Officials 
or Employees ... . . ............. . . . ............... . ...... ......... . . . .. . . . . .  3E 
7. Entering into Contracts and Consulting Agreements .. 3E 
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Compass Programn1 Certification Form 
By signing this card, I certify that: 
• I have rece ived and reviewed a copy of the 
Compass 
Program™ Booklet; 
• I have v iewed the Compass Program TM Educationa l  
Videotape ; 
• I have had an  opportun ity to ta l k  with my 
immed iate supervisor or  a representative of the 
H uman Resources Div is ion about the Compass 
Program™ and ask questions ;  
• I understand the pu rpose of the Compass 
Program™ a nd how it app l ies to me; a nd 
• I agree to comply with the Compass Progra m™ . 
S ignatu re 
Pri nt Name 
Employee ID # ( I f a contractor/temp p lease supply 






A Message From The President 
Dear Valued Employees: 
For more tha n 55 yea rs, Blue Cross a nd Blue Sh ield o 
conduct ou r  bus iness eth i cally and  i n  com pl ia nce with the I 
clea rly states that al l  of ou r dec is ions wil l  be based u pon  0 1  
Ou r busi ness is  h ig h ly com plex a nd heavi ly reg u latec 
and  Blue Sh ield of Florida boa rd mem bers, offi cers a nd em 
accred itat ion  req u i rements a nd eth ical  rules that apply to o 
It is i m po rtant that al l  of ou r  em ployees become fa m i  
Th is booklet is  t h e  best way t o  get sta rted, a n d  I enco u rage 
education  on these i m po rta nt matters. 
Ou r em ployees a re o u r  n u m ber  one asset. We value  
pract ica l, rea l-world solutions  that help them l ive healthy, c 
the cornerstones of ou r ab i l ity to del iver on  o u r  p romise to 
Tha n k  you for bei ng  pa rt of ou r tea m a n d  for maki ng 
we do bus iness. 
S ince rely, 
9fft3w�!)J 
M ichael Cascone,  J r. 
President & CEO 
Employee Contacts For 
The Compass Program TM 
• Immediate Supervisor - or any member of 
management 
• Human Resources Employee Relations 
Department, 1-800-333-9797 ext. 18169 
(Jacksonvi l le emp loyees d ia l  1 -8 1 69 from i nter ­
off ice phones or d ia l  791 -8 1 69 from outs ide l i nes . )  
• Legal Affairs Division, 1-800-477-3736 
ext.58720 
(Jacksonvi l l e  emp loyees d ia l  5-8720 from i nte r ­
off ice phones or d ia l  905-8720 from outs ide l i nes . )  
• Compliance Office, Mary W. Bridgman, 
Compliance Officer 1-800-477-3736 
ext. 58744 
Compliance Manager ext. 54497 
Compliance Director ext. 50272 
(Jacksonvi l le emp loyees d ia l  5-8744 from i nter ­
off ice phones or d ia l  905-8744 from outs ide l i nes . )  
• Compass Program™ Helpline, 1-800-477-3736, 
ext. 56300 
(Jacksonvi l le emp loyees d ia l  5-6300 from i nte r ­
off ice phones or d ia l  905-6300 from outs ide l i nes . )  
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